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2016 | Spain | 99’

Pedro
ALMODÓVAR

SPECIAL SCREENING

Awards
Official Selection
at Cannes Film Festival 2016

Director
Writers
Cast

Pedro Almodóvar
Pedro Almodóvar
Alice Munro
Adriana Ugarte
Michelle Jenner
Rossy de Palma

Julieta

After a casual encounter, a brokenhearted woman decides to
confront her life and the most important events about her stranded
daughter.

Although the seams may show on a
narrative level, and some may find it
over-cooked, this is a luxurious slide
into female neurosis.

It might be familiar territory for
Almodóvar, but only a master of his
art could make it look so easy.

2016 | UK, France, Belgium | 100’

I, Daniel Blake

Ken
LOACH

A middle aged carpenter who requires state welfare after injuring
himself, is joined by a single mother in a similar scenario.

Winner of Palm d’Or at Cannes
Film Festival 2016
Won Audience Award at Locarno
International Film Festival 2016

I, Daniel Blake is one of Loach’s finest
films, a drama of tender devastation that
tells its story with an unblinking neorealist
simplicity that goes right back to the
plainspoken purity of Vittorio De Sica.

The film is anchored by incisive
characterizations rich in integrity and
heart, and by an urgent simplicity
in its storytelling that’s surprisingly
powerful.

Director:
Writer:
Cast:

Ken Loach
Paul Laverty
Dave Johns
Hayley Squires
Sharon Percy

SPECIAL SCREENING

Awards

2016 | Romania, France, Belgium | 128’

Graduation

Cristian
MUNGIU

SPECIAL SCREENING

Awards

A film about compromises and the implications of the parent’s role.

Won Best Director at Cannes Film
Festival 2016

Director
Writer
Cast

Cristian Mungiu
Cristian Mungiu
Adrian Titieni
Maria-Victoria Dragus
Rares Andrici

Graduation is an intricate, deeply
intelligent film, and a bleak picture of a
state of national depression in Romania,
where the 90s generation hoped they
would have a chance to start again.
There are superb performances from
Titien and Dragus.

Graduation isn’t one of Mungiu’s
finest, but even a restrained,
emotionally measured work like this
is more interesting and provocative
than many another director’s best
effort.

TIFF web 396
288 shorts + 108 feature

Festhome 46
43 shorts + 3 feature

FilmFreeWay 236
184 shorts + 33 feature + 19 in Albanian

FilmFestivalLife 43
35 shorts + 8 feature

WithoutABox 248
100 shorts + 30 feature + 118 other

Distributor 226
185 shorts + 41 feature

Reelport 205
199 shorts + 6 Feature

TOTALI 1,400 1.034
shorts 229 feature 137 others

FIPRESCI — Jury

Evgeny
MAYZEL

Elsa
DEMO

Kaj
VAN ZOELEN

Evgeny Mayzel was born in 1973 in
St-Petersburg. Lives in Moscow.
Russian writer, film critic, chief-editor
of kinoart.ru - internet version of
“Iskusstvo Kino” (Film Art) - the only
and the oldest monthly academic
independent magazine in Russia
(Moscow).
Member of the Russian Guild of film
critics.Member of FIPRESCI.

Elsa Demo is engaged with reports
and analysis on arts and culture in
Albanian daily media for more than
a decade. Author of the program
“Cultural Meetings” on ABC News;
PhD candidate for literature studies,
Center of Albanological Studies. She
is co–writer of a feature screenplay in
process.

Kaj van Zoelen is Dutch film critic
who graduated from the University of
Amsterdam with a degree in History
and American Studies. He is co-editor
and co-founder of SalonIndien.nl and
Frame.Land and a freelance writer
for several Dutch websites including
Filmtotaal.nl and the aforementioned.
He was a member of the critic’s jury
for the 2015 Red Tulip Film Festival, a
festival in The Netherlands dedicated
to Turkish art house cinema. He also
sat on the KNF (Dutch association
of film critics) jury for the 2015 Dutch
Film Festival. He was a member of the
FIPRESCI jury at 9th Documentarist
- Istanbul Documentary Days 2016.
Besides a film critic he’s also a
programmer for Filmhuis Breda, an up
and coming art house theater.

The International Federation of
Film Critics (FIPRESCI, short for
Fédération Internationale de la Presse
Cinématographique) is an association
of national organizations of professional
film critics and film journalists from
around the world for “the promotion and
development of film culture and for the
safeguarding of professional interests.”
It was founded in June 1930 in Brussels,
Belgium.At present it has members in
more than 50 countries worldwide.
FIPRESCI Award
The FIPRESCI often gives out awards during film
festivals (such as the Vienna International Film
Festival, the Toronto International Film Festival, the
Cannes Film Festival, the Venice Film Festival and
the Warsaw International Film Festival) to reward
what they see as enterprising film making. Winners
of the award include Theodoros Angelopoulos,
Satyajit Ray, Danis Tanovic, Djibril Diop Mambety,
Pedro Almodóvar, Paul Thomas Anderson, Nuri
Bilge Ceylan, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Jean-Luc
Godard, Manoel de Oliveira, Michael Haneke, Abbas
Kiarostami, Kim Ki-duk, Aki Kaurismäki, Terrence
Malick, Michael Moore, Cristian Mungiu, Jafar Panahi,
Roman Polanski, Andrei Tarkovsky, Woody Allen and
Wong Kar-wai.

Darko
BASHESKI

Mehdi
ABDOLLAHZADEH

born 1979 in Pristina. From 2004 2010, he studied Audiovisual Media
with a focus on Film and Television at
the Academy of Media Arts Cologne.
During his studies he worked on
various film- and theatre projects and
was among others assistance director
at the Volksbühne in Berlin as well as
at the Schauspiel Köln. His short film
DER SCHÜBLING (2009) was awarded
at several national and international
festivals, also at TIFF as best
international short film. His other short
Of Dogs and Wallpaper competed in the
international short film competition at the
Locarno IFF 2013) and was nominated
for the german shortfilm award in
2014. His debut feature film BABAI,
was awarded at several international
festivals such as Karlovy Vary IFF 2015
for Best Director.

Graduated from Film and TV Camera
Department, Skopje Started as a
freelance photographer, later worked
in City Museum of Skopje and couple
advertising agencies in Macedonia.
Produced first Macedonian 3D
Animation LEVI IN LOVE. After couple
years producing corporate films, from
2009 – 2015 he was the CEO at the
Macedonian Film Fund (from 2014
renamed as Macedonian Film Agency).

Mehdi Abdollahzadeh is a Film critic,
programmer and specialist of Iranian
cinema. He was born in 1975. Mehdi
obtained his Bachelor’s degree in
English literature at the University of
Shiraz and his Master’s Degree in
Communication Science at the University
of Lugano. He has written as a film critic
since 1996, focusing mainly on Iranian
Cinema. Mehdi has been a member of
the editorial board for Mosharekat daily,
Filmnegar monthly, cinema industry
monthly and Film Criticism quarterly
magazines, all of which are published
in Iran. Along with being the contributor
of Atlas to the Cahiers du Cinema in
2005 and 2006. Mehdi has worked as
a consultant for the “Vision Du Rèel”
international film festival from 2004 till
2010 in Nyon, Switzerland. In 2006 he
was a member of the FIPRESCI jury in
the San Sebastian Film Festival.

Feature — Jury

Visar
MORINA

2016 | Iran | 80’

Alireza
FARID

ATOUSA’S LAUGHTER

Three couples are in train going to Turkey, they all have their own
story that connected them together and ....

Director
Writer
Cast

Alireza Farid
Alireza Farid
Pejman Bazeghi
Mohammad Reza Forutan
Amir Jadidi
Cinematography Morteza Ghafori
Editing
Siamak Mehmandoost
Producers
Amir Pourkian

2015 | Italy | 104’

DON’T BE BAD

Awards

Claudio
CALIGARI

Venice Film Festival

Director
Cast

A story set in the 90s and in the outskirts of Rome to Ostia, the same
places of the films of Pasolini. His characters, in the ‘90s, seem to
belong to a world that revolves around hedonism. A world where
money, luxury cars, night clubs, cocaine and synthetic drugs are easy
to run. A world in which Vittorio and Cesare, in their early twenty, act
in search of their success. Initiation for their existence has a very high
cost and Vittorio, to save himself, abandons Cesare, who instead will
inexorably sink. The bond that unites them is so strong that Vittorio
really never shall abandon his friend, always hoping to be able to look
to the future with new eyes. Together.

Claudio Caligari
Luca Marinelli
Alessandro Borghi
Roberta Mattei
Writers
Claudio Caligari
Francesca Serafini
Giordano Meacci
Music
Alessandro Sartini
Paolo Vivaldi
Cinematography Maurizio Calves
Editing
Mauro Bonanni
Producers
Paolo Bogna
Simone Isola
Andrea Leone
Pietro Valsecchi

2015 | Germany | 94’

Ed
EHRENBERG

Director
Writer

Ed Ehrenberg
Axel Melzener
Julia Peters
Cast
Lars Doppler
Simon Hangartner
Clarissa Molocher
Cinematography Ludwig Franz
Editing
Jan-Timo Sonnemann
Music
Eike Hosenfeld
Tim Stanzel
Producers
Lou Binder

HEAR THE SILENCE

Ukrainia - October 1941 - A small group of scattered German soldiers
occupies a beautiful little settlement of Russia-Germans. There are
only about a dozen women, a few children and old people left in the
village, who welcome the Nazi soldiers happily as “liberators”, hopefully getting rescued from the impending Russian deportation.

2015 | Kosovo, Macedonia | 82’

HOME SWEET HOME

Agron was long considered dead. His army buddies saw him die
during the Kosovo conflict, and thus his return home is beyond surprising. Joy, however, soon shifts to a consideration of practical problems, and the man is forced by a variety of circumstances to remain
dead – at least officially. His home thus becomes the backdrop for a
portrayal of the myriad problems facing postwar society.

Faton
BAJRAKTARI

Director
Writer
Cast

Faton Bajraktari
Zymber Kelmendi
Donat Qosja
Arta Muçaj
Shkumbin Istrefi
Music
Darko Spasovski
Cinematography Latif Hasolli
Editing
Blaze Dulje
Producers
Trim Musliu

2016 | Romania, Poland, France | 89’

Adrian
SITARU

Director
Writer

Adrian Sitaru
Alina Grigore
Adrian Sitaru
Cast
Adrian Titieni
Alina Grigore
Robi Urs
Cinematography Adrian Silisteanu
Alexandru Timosca
Editing
Theo Lichtenberger
Mircea Olteanu
Producers
Anamaria Antoci

ILLEGITIMATE

Two siblings and an illegitimate love. A father who’s a doctor and several accusations. A family in which no one ever drew a line between
what’s moral and what’s legal. Not even when it comes to abortion.

Awards
Forum - Berlin International Film
Festival 2016

2016 | Russia | 89’

INSIGHT

Pavel Zuev has to start his life over from darkness after he loses his
sight in an accident. The young man has to learn again how to eat,
walk, wash himself, do simple housework, and even ...

Aleksandr
KOTT

Director
Writer

Aleksandr Kott
Aleksandr Kott
Aleksandr Kott
Cast
Andrey Bilzho
Dmitriy Kulichkov
Elena Makhova
Cinematography Pyotr Dukhovskoy
Editing
Vadim Krasnitskiy
Producers
Ekaterina Filippova

2015 | Poland | 95’

Piotr
CHRZAN

KLEZMER

While walking through the forest during the Nazi occupation, young
people find a wounded Jewish man. They now have to decide what to
do with him.
Director
Writer
Cast

Piotr Chrzan
Piotr Chrzan
Leslaw Zurek
Szymon Nowak
Weronika Lewon
Cinematography Sylwester Kazmierczak
Editing
Cezary Kowalczuk
Producers
Aleksandra Zakrzewska

2016 | Israel | 83’

LAND OF THE LITTLE PEOPLE

Yaniv
BERMAN

Four young kids who clash with two army deserters in a fight over
territory.
Director
Writer
Cast

Yaniv Berman
Yaniv Berman
Ofer Hayoun
Lior Rochman
Maor Schwitzer
Music
Gad Emile Zeitune
Cinematography Rami Katzav
Editing
Oz Guttman
Ziv Karshen
Producers
Tony Copti

2015 | Turkey | 86’

Emre
KONUK

Director
Writer
Cast

Emre Konuk
Emre Konuk
Hakan Atalay
Çigdem Selısık Onat
Tugrul Çetiner
Levent Öktem
Cinematography Gürol Beser
Editing
Emre Konuk
Producers
Enes Erbay

THE APPRENTICE

Alim (35) has been working as a tailor apprentice for 15 years with
his master Yakub (60). He keeps on living his life, stuck in between
the atelier and his home. He is a person who is ....

Awards
Istanbul International
Film Festival

2015 | Poland | Czech Republic | Slovakia | 90’

THE RED SPIDER

When teenage boy Karol Kremer becomes an eyewitness of a brutal
murder, he is not aware of how much influence that event will exert
on his future.

Awards
Karlovy Vary
International Film Festival

Marcin
KOSZALKA

Director
Writer
Cast

Marcin Koszalka
Marcin Koszalka
Filip Plawiak
Adam Woronowicz
Julia Kijowska
Music
Petr Ostrouchov
Cinematography Marcin Koszalka
Editing
Krzysztof Komander
Marcin Koszalka
Producers
Agnieszka Kurzydlo

2015 | Israel | 82’

Nitzan
GILADI

Director
Writer
Cast

Nitzan Giladi
Nitzan Giladi
Moran Rosenblatt
Assi Levy
Roy Assaf
Music
Lior Rosner
Cinematography Roi Rot
Editing
Daniel Avitzur
Tali Goldring
Producers
Nitzan Giladi

WEDDINGDOLL

Hagit, a young woman with mild mental deficiency, works in a toilet-paper factory. She lives with her mother Sarah, a divorcée who
gave up her life for her daughter. Hagit strives for independence and
Sarah is torn between her desire to protect her, and her own will to
live. When a relationship develops between her and the son of the
factory owner, Hagit hides it from her mother.

Awards
Jerusalem Film Festival

2016 | Russia, France, Germany | 83’

ZOOLOGY

Middle-aged zoo worker Natasha still lives with her mother in a small
coastal town. She is stuck and it seems that life has no surprises for
her until one day - she grows a tail and turns her life around.

Awards
Chicago International Film Festival,
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival

Ivan
I. TVERDOVSKIY

Director
Writer
Cast

Ivan I. Tverdovskiy
Ivan I. Tverdovskiy
Natalya Pavlenkova
Masha Tokareva
Aleksandr Gorchilin
Cinematography Aleksandr Mikeladze
Producers
Maria Lavnikovich
Natalya Mokritskaya
Mila Rozanova

Asimina
PROEDROU

Jamie
DONOUGHUE

Was born on 1959 in Tirana. He studied
at the University of Tirana - Faculty of
Economy - Department “Economist
for Industry”. Since 1985 he deals with
the film industry mostly as a producer.
Currently he works with the National
Center of Cinematography. Lami is a
professor at Marubi Film Academy and
the Academy of Arts.

Was born in 1982 in Athens, Greece.
She studied classical and contemporary
dance at “Rallou Manu” studio, and
in 2001 she graduated from the “Attic
Conservatory” with a degree in piano.
In 2005 she graduated from the
Athens University of Economics and
Business, and in 2007 she completed
her postgraduate studies at the same
school, gaining the title “MSc in
International Economics”.
From 2010 to 2012 she attended script
and directing classes in the “Athens New
York College” and completed the cycle
of editing - post production. In August
2012 she participated in the Online
Balkan Short Film Festival altcineAction!
with her first feature film, Facets of
Loneliness, which was completed as an
exercise in the first half of the faculty in
December of 2010.

Is a Oscar nominated film director. He
is best known for his short film ‘Shok’,
which won 22 awards at international
film festivals before representing Kosovo
at the Academy Awards in 2016. He has
just finished directing the BBC/Netflix
show ‘The Last Kingdom’ and is currently
in development on his new American TV
series with NBC.

Short Fiction — Jury

Arben
LAMI

A New Home by Žiga Virc | 2015 | Slovenia | 14’

A/K by Olivier Van Hoofstadt | 2016 | France | 10’

A New Home

A/K

What is the biggest danger Europe faces: the crisis on its
borders, or its own paranoia and fear? Our protagonist drives to
work, she passes the refugee tent city in the park. She means
them no harm; they mean her no harm. So why, when their paths
intersect, do things go catastrophically wrong?

A/K is the story of Kim and Anouk awaiting a bus that will never
come. To pass time they create a story about Ted the « cowboy
cop » and « Joe the lonely guy ». While their adventures are
linked to the rhythm of the wild imagination of the two girls, Ted
police car stopped in front of the bus shelter.

Screenwriter

Bostjan Virc
Ziga Virc

Screenwriter

Producer

Bostjan Virc

Olivier Van Hoofstadt
Mourad Dhoir
Sophie Galibert

Producer

Antoine Le Carpentier

Žiga
VIRC

Olivier
VAN HOOFSTADT

Adaptation by Bartosz Kruhlik | 2016 | Poland | 24’

Anna by Or Sinai | 2015 | Israel | 24’

ADAPTATION

ANNA

Structural or functional evolution of an organism towards higher
survivability. Process of an individual becoming better suited to
environment and more resistant to outer stress. The ability of
eyesight to adjust to seeing in the dark.

It’s a hot summer’s day, and for the first time in years Anna,
the sewing workshop worker, unexpectedly finds herself alone,
without her son. She sets out for a free night, roaming the streets
of her small desert town, looking for a man who can touch her,
even just for one brief moment.

Screenwriter

Michal Dymek

Screenwriter

Or Sinai

Producer

Lodz Film School

Producer

Or Sinai

Bartosz
KRUHLIK

Or
SINAI

Anonymous by Ivan Sokolov | 2016 | Spain | 13’

Aria of Life by Mingzhu Ma | 2015 | China | 15’

Anonymous

Aria Of Life

A crisis hotline volunteer receives a call from a suicidal man
looking to confess a secret he’s been hiding his entire life.

Zhiming, the male protagonist, went back to his hometown to
honor his grandpa and visit relatives, when he heard about
grandpa’s passing-away. When the relatives told Zhiming about
his grandpa’s last days, the life of the old man unfolded in front
of Zhiming, and he could deeply feel Grandpa’s fear of the
death and desire for life, as well as the resilience and strength
demonstrated by the dying man.

Screenwriter

Ivan Sokolov

Screenwriter

Mingzhu Ma

Producer

Esther Escudero
Ivan Sokolov

Producer

Yin Pandong
Y.M. Perle

Ivan
SOKOLOV

Mingzhu
MA

At The Border by Laurent Rouy | 2016 | Serbia | 17’

Bitchboy by Måns Berthas | 2016 | Sweden | 15’

At The Border

Bitchboy

The year is 2022 and life has become unbearable in the wealthy
West. Tens of thousands of people from rich countries now want
to immigrate to poor Serbia where people still feel joy, love life.

Lukas, a young dedicated metal head, is visiting his recently
departed grandfather at the hospital.
Despite the bloodline, he doesn’t want the old man to be buried in
the family grave. Dark secrets come to light, and when opportunity comes, he seeks revenge.

Screenwriter

Arnaud Humbert

Screenwriter

Producer

Aleksandar Smiljanic
Fabien Schaeffer
Laurent Rouy

Måns Berthas
Daniel Burman

Producer

Måns Berthas
Daniel Burman

Laurent
ROUY

Mans
BERTHAS

Blue Borsalino by Mark Lobatto | 2015 | England | 16’

Breathe by Just Philippot | 2015 | France | 24’

Blue Borsalino

Breathe

Retired private investigator Ernie Child learns that his first and
only client has woken after decades in a coma. With no memory
of the tragic events that put her there, Ernie helps Jean piece
together the events of the night that she was attacked, attempting
to unearth exactly what she remembers. Ernie has another
reason for visiting Jean, and it’s been haunting him for close to
fifty years.

Lizon has justattendedherfriendMarie’sbirthday. The
friendsaround the birthday cake, the candles to beblown, the wish
to be made amazedher. For herninthbirthday, Lizonwants to have
the samething. A birthdaywith a cake, candles and herfriends, at
her home: in the car.

Screenwriter

Mark Lobatto

Screenwriter

Producer

Annabel Wigoder

Just Philippot
Pierre Dejon

Producer

Fabrice Préel-Cléach

Mark
LOBATTO

Just
PHILIPPOT

Dobro by Marta Hernaiz Pidal | 2016 | Bosnia & Herzegovina | 15’

Down From Heaven by Sasha Stanishik | 2016 | Macedonia | 20’

Dobro

Down From Heaven

Mira, a Romani woman, decides to sit and rest at the front
entrance of Selma’s block of flats. Selma notices her and
becomes annoyed by the situation. She will try everything to kick
Mira out, but she will refuse by only answering her with the word
“fine”. These two women will start an endless fight that can only
end well.

Ana, a 15 year old girl, replaces the SIM card from her phone,
with that of her late grandfather. She starts pranking her family
by sending them messages, using his number. But the seemingly
naive joke turns against Ana.

Screenwriter

Marta Hernaiz Pidal

Screenwriter

Bojan Stanishik

Producer

Marta Hernaiz Pidal
Emina Ganic

Producer

Kristina Hristova
Nikolova

Marta
HERNAIZ PIDAL

Sasha
STANISHIK

Eden Hostel by Gonzaga Manso | 2016 | Spain | 14’

Emily Must Wait by Christian Wittmoser | 2016 | Germany | 12’

Eden Hostel

Emily Must Wait

The Eden Hostel is a humble and dirty place run by an elderly
couple. Hanging from the wall of one of its rooms there’s a statue
of the Virgin Mary who narrates, from her peculiar point of view,
the stories of the various guests who stayed there through the
years. One of those stories, the one of Yolanda and Felix, will
make a huge impact on her.

When Europe turns to chaos, Emily must hold out in her
apartment in hope of reuiniting with her loved one. The promise to
wait becomes increasingly difficult to keep, as desperation grows
and hope dwindles...

Screenwriter

Gonzaga Manso

Screenwriter

Christian Wittmoser

Producer

Películas Pendelton

Producer

Christian Wittmoser
Svenja Matthes

Gonzaga
MANSO

Christian
WITTMOSER

Everything Will Be Okay by Patrick Vollrath | 2015 | Austria | 30’

False Flag by Asier Urbieta | 2016 | Spain | 11’

Everything Will Be Okay

False Flag

A divorced father picks up his eight-year-old daughter Lea. It
seems pretty much like every second weekend, but after a while
Lea cant help feeling that something isnt right. So begins a
fateful journey.

Adem Lethani has been tortured and is tied up in an abandoned
garage; he tries to break the ropes binding his hands when a jeep
enters the garage and someone switches the light on.

Screenwriter

Patrick Vollrath

Screenwriter

Asier Urbieta

Producer

Patrick Vollrath

Producer

Sonia Pacios

Patrick
VOLLRATH

Asier
URBIETA

Fighting For Death by Eleonora Veninova | 2016 | Macedonia | 15’

First Like by Alexander Ronnberg | 2016 | Sweden | 3’

Fighting For Death

First Like

In a deserted Macedonian village, the last remaining occupant,
grandpa Milojko, goes to his deceased wife’s grave. As grandpa
Milojko sits by grandma Ristana’s grave, an empty grave slowly
reveals itself behind him.

A short horror, with a humorous touch, First Like is written by
Sara B. Elfgren, author of the best-seller YA novel the Circle
and directed by Alexander Rönnberg.

Screenwriter

Eleonora Veninova

Screenwriter

Alexander Ronnberg

Producer

Goce Kralevski

Producer

Daniel Digrado

Eleonora
VENINOVA

Alexander
RONNBERG

Harmonies by Eurydice Calmejane | 2015 | France | 21’

Home by Daniel Mulloy | 2016 | United Kingdom | 20’

Harmonies

Home

Laura, a singer, has losthervoice. Lost and wandering,
shemeets Lorenzo, a youngdeaf man whointroducesher to the
signlanguage.

Thousands of men, women and children struggle to get into
Europe as a comfortable English family leave, on what appears to
be a holiday.

Screenwriter

Eurydice Calmejane

Producer

Lucie Portehaut
Sandrine Pillon

Eurydice
CALMEJANE

Screenwriter

Daniel Mulloy

Producer

Afolabi Kuti
Tim Nash
Chris Watling
Scott O’Donnell
Shpat Deda

Daniel
MULLOY

Juliet by Marc Henri Boulier | 2015 | France | 12’

Kittiwakes by Iain Mitchell | 2016 | United Kingdom | 13’

Juliet

Kittiwakes

In a near future, the SEED company launches with great fanfare,
JULIET1, the first generation of synthetic pleasure beings. But
as technology evolves and new styles come and go, it becomes
more and more difficult for mankind to find their own place.

Under cover of dark, an out of work trawlerman attempts to
plunder scrap metal from a derelict sea fort, enlisting the help of
a young welder, but isolated and out at sea, the stakes are much
higher than either of them could realise…

Screenwriter

Marc-Henri Boulier
Mickaël Fagnot

Screenwriter

Iain Mitchell

Producer

Iain Mitchell

Producer

Anais Bertrand
Anne-Lise Mallard

Marc-Henri
BOULIER

Iain
MITCHELL

Lila & Valentin by Adrien Lhommedieu | 2015 | France | 19’

Limbo by Konstantina Kotzamani | 2016 | Greece | 30’

Lila & Valentin

Limbo

After a serious car accident, Lila is in a coma. To save her,
Valentin has only one choice: he has to connect to her mind
thanks to a scientific, yet uncertain procedure. He will be assisted
by a medical team that will carry out this experience for the first
time.

The leopardshall lie down with the goat. The wolvesshall live with
the lambs. And the young boy will lead them. 12+1 kids and the
carcass of a whalewashedashore…

Screenwriter

Adrien Lhommedieu

Screenwriter

Konstantina Kotzamani

Producer

Pierre-Antoine Carpentier

Producer

Maria Drandaki
Ron Dyens

Adrien
LHOMMEDIEU

Konstantina
KOTZAMANI

Love Is a Sting by Vincent Gallagher | 2015 | Ireland | 18’

Mad Dogs by Danae Papaioannou | 2016 | Greece | 12’

Love is a Sting

Mad Dogs

Love is a Stingí tells the story of struggling childrenís book writer
Harold Finch. At his lowest point, Harold gains an unexpected
house guest in the form of an ageing, hyper-intelligent mosquito
named Anabel. Anabel has literally been the fly on the wall
throughout history, but has never managed to communicate
with a human being. She will attempt to do so now even if it kills
her, and will teach Harold that the smallest voice can make the
biggest noise.

Three broke buddies have fun on their usual stroll at the outskirts
of a small town. As they tease each other about girls, money and
authority they find an abandoned helpless dog. They have some
fun with it. Things get out of hand. The three boys turn against
each other.

Screenwriter

Benjamin Cleary

Screenwriter

Danae Papaioannou

Producer

Ian Hunt Duffy

Producer

Carolina Demopoulos

Vincent
GALLAGHER

Danae
PAPAIOANNOU

Manodopera by Loukianos Moshonas | 2016 | Greece | 28’

Normal by Vadim Lasca | 2015 | Venezuela | 17’

Manodopera

Normal

Down the lower-ground floor, as seasons go by, an Albanian
worker and a Greek upper-class young man redo a flat. High on
the rooftop, as nightfalls go by, the young man and his friends
reconsider the world.

A young Chavista man helps his former opposition girlfriend, who
participates in the rioting in Caracas, to hide from the National
Guard, despite their differences and political intolerance.

Screenwriter

Loukianos Moshonas

Screenwriter

Vadim Lasca

Producer

Paul Conquet
Giannis Sotiropoulos

Producer

Mariale Fleitas

Loukianos
MOSHONAS

Vadim
LASCA

On The Run by Gianguido Spinelli | 2015 | France | 12’

Picnic by Jure Pavlovic | 2015 | Croatia | 13’

On The Run

Picnic

Jacque has ten minutes to run from the hotel room where he is
spending the night with a woman, to the conjugal room where
there is the phone number which his wife, who has left for
weekend the ountryside, asked him to urgently transmit it to her.

Sarajevo, rush hour. EMIR (15), accompanied by a SOCIAL
WORKER, is on his way to meet his father SAFET for a weekend
picnic at Igman, a semi-open penitentiary. Due to the heavy traffic
they are late...

Screenwriter

Gianguido Spinelli

Screenwriter

Jure Pavlovic

Producer

Fabrice Préel-Cléach

Producer

Luka Venturin

Gianguido
SPINELLI

Jure
PAVLOVIC

Room For Rent by Enock Carvalho, Matheus Farias | 2016 | Brazil | 20’

Said’s Cremation by Julien Sicard | 2015 | France | 29’

Room For Rent

Said’s Cremation

Leticia lives by herself. Her nightly and melancholy routine hides
a mystery. When she meets Gabriela at a party and brings her
home, strange movements begin to develop in her old apartment.

Elias comes back home after the death of his father Saïd, who
used to be an Harki, an Algerian soldier loyal to the French
Army. There is a conflict in the family : some want to bury Saïd
according to the religion, others want to incinerate him and
respect his last willings.

Screenwriter

Enock Carvalho
Matheus Farias

Screenwriter

Amar Zeroual
Julien Sicard

Producer

Enock Carvalho

Producer

Olivier Chantriaux

Enock
CARVALHO
Matheus
FARIAS

Julien
SICARD

Stella by Massimiliano D’Epiro | 2016 | Italy | 18’

The Forgotten by Alexander Korolev | 2016 | Russia | 28’

Stella

The Forgotten

A chef, a restaurant owner that sacrificed everything for this work.
An inspector of the Michelin guide is coming to the restaurant
to decide whether or not to assign a star. And then there is an
autistic son of Chef, which no longer communicates with his
father. And a gunshot that will change everything.

“The Forgotten” - drama about human relationships and love,
where the main characters are people with hearing impairment. In
spite of this, the film is bright and hopeful, and the story is clear
and close to people all over the world.

Screenwriter

Gianguido Spinelli

Screenwriter

Jure Pavlovic

Producer

Fabrice Préel-Cléach

Producer

Luka Venturin

Massimiliano
D’EPIRO

Alexander
KOROLEV

The Mantis by Elena Polyakova | 2016 | Russia | 25’

The Pain by Ali Asgari | 2015 | France | 15’

The Mantis

The Pain

This is a tragic story of a random meeting of a man and a woman
from different worlds. Sergey, a young correspondent of a local
newspaper finds himself in a remote abandoned village, where
he meets a strange hermit woman. She is nothing more than an
excuse for an article for him. He seems to be the only man; she
has met in her life. Sergey cannot imagine that his life is going to
change and his tragic destiny is awaiting him in this old shabby
hut.

A young man suffersfromseveretoothache. On hisvisit to dentist,
the doctor refuses to help him and the querrel ends up in a
tragedy.

Screenwriter

Elena Polyakova

Screenwriter

Producer

Elena Polyakova
Polya Polyakova

Ali Asgari
Farnoosh Samadi

Producer

Olivier Chantriaux

Elena
POLYAKOVA

Ali
ASGARI

The Pain Remains by Vladimir Taleski | 2016 | Macedonia | 14’

The Salt Man by Seyed Sajad Moosavi | 2015 | Iran | 15’

The Pain Remains

The Salt Man

100 years since the beginning of First World War. French
cemetery in Bitola. An old man arrives in Bitola for the first time.
According to correspondence and information from the French
army, his predecessor with the same name must be located
somewhere nearby. The ceremony had already begun.

Being left unsupported, Dr. Sa’id ‘Aram, a genius artist, is obliged
to work in a salt mine with his six-year-old girl ...

Screenwriter

Vladimir Taleski

Screenwriter

Seyed Sajad Moosavi

Producer

Dimitar Nikolov

Producer

Seyed Sajad Moosavi

Vladimir
TALESKI

Seyed Sajad
MOOSAVI

The Silence by Farnoosh Samadi, Ali Asgari | 2016 | Italy, France | 15’

The Sled by Emanuela Ponzano | 2016 | Italy | 19’

The Silence

The Sled

Fatma and her mother are Kurdish refugees in Italy. On their visit
to the doctor, Fatma has to translate what the doctor tells to her
mother but she keeps silent.

A sled brings together two boys from different countries and
cultures and carries them through the winter woods of the Italian
mountains, far away from their parents’ prejudices and isolation.
Two children, one sled and a lasting friendship...

Screenwriter

Ali Asgari
Farnoosh Samadi

Screenwriter

Emanuela Ponzano

Producer

Elena Polyakova

Producer

Olivier Chantriaux
Giovanni Pompil

Farnoosh
SAMADI

Ali
ASGARI

Emanuela
PONZANO

The Tip by Esteban Crespo | 2015 | Spain | 10’

Tomorrow Is Not Another Day by David Martín de los Santos | 2015 | Spain | 24’

The Tip

Tomorrow is not Another Day

Life is incredible! The encounter between a bygone movie star

Nacho and Sandra are a couple who had a promising future, but
are now faced with frustration in a society in crisis where nothing
remains the same.

endings.

Screenwriter

Esteban Crespo

Screenwriter

David Martín de los Santos

Producer

David Casas

Producer

Ramón Masats Santamaría
David Martín de los Santos

Esteban
CRESPO

David Martín
DE LOS SANTOS

Wall by Maya Tsamprou | 2015 | Greece | 13’

We Don’t Bury Animals by Thibaut Charlut | 2016 | France | 30’

Wall

We Don’t Bury Animals

Friday afternoon. Nine people before a wall. Waiting. Who has the
right to see?

Enzo is 19 years old and lives in disinherited districts of a small
town in East of France. There, the countryside is neither peaceful
nor verdant : it is in a violent and gathered universe that Enzo
and his best friend Hugo look to kill time during summer holidays.
Bored by his peers’ immobilism, he feels in his burgeoning love
with Elisa a way out to a more promising future.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Thibaut Charlut

Producer

Maxime Hickenbick

Producer

Giannis Vlahopoulos
Maya Tsamprou
Giannis Vlahopoulos

Maya
TSAMPROU

Thibaut
CHARLUT

Where Water ComesTogether... by Gianluca Mangiasciutti, Massimo Loi | 2016 | Italy | 14’

Your Steps by Max Kubrinskiy | 2016 | Russia | 21’

Where Water Comes Together
With Other Water

Your Steps

Luca is a lonely boy. He likes to go at night to swim in a pool
when there is no one and only silence remains to keep him
company. Everything goes quiet until a Monday an unknown
swimmer named Mia breaks into his own little world. Without
either of them being aware, Monday become a regular event for
these young lonely souls, who look after look, slowly begin to
know each other.

Vladimir is 68 years old. Olga, his neighbor, dies at the hospital.
He lived all his life with Olga on the same landing. Only close
relatives are allowed to her. Vladimir buys 3 minutes to view her
and to make a major confession of his life.

Screenwriter

Gianluca Mangiasciutti & Massimo Loi

Screenwriter

Mariya Vorobyeva

Producer

I Film Good

Producer

Max Kubrinskiy
Anastasiya Pavlovich

Massimo
LOI

Gianluca
MANGIASCIUTTI

Max
KUBRINSKIY

Lydia
PAPADIMITRIOU

Eno
MILKANI

Was born in Czech Republic in 1978.
He works as production and as
programer for Brno16 - International
short film Festival. Also he works as
assistant of producer (Art and Media)
of computer games (2KCzech) for last
13 years.

Is Associate Professor (Reader) in
Film Studies at Liverpool John Moores
University, UK. She is the author of
numerous academic articles published
in journals and edited collections, as
well as a monograph on The Greek
Film Musical (2006). She is the editor
of Greek Cinema: Texts, Histories,
Identities (2011) and the principal
editor of the Journal of Greek Media
and Culture. Her research focuses on
different aspects of Greek and Balkan
cinema, as well as documentary, film
festivals and distribution. She has
published film and film festival reviews
for Sight and Sound, Cineaste,
Senses of Cinema, Necsus, Filmicon,
Pure Cinema and Festivalists among
others.

First studied theatre direction at
the Academy of Performing Arts in
Tirana, Albania. He then pursued
cinema studies at the European Film
College in Ebeltoft, Denmark. His
debut documentary short, Abandoned
Eden (2002), was in competition at
the KVIFF in 2003 and won Best Film
at the Kiev IFF. With Albania’s awardwinning filmmaker Piro Milkani, he
co-directed The Sorrow of Madame
Shnajder (2008) which was Albania’s
official Oscar selection and played
in numerous film festivals. In 2008,
he co-wrote and directed the short
film The Saint. In the past two years,
he directed fourteen highly-rated
television documentaries around
Albania, scripted by acclaimed
journalist and author Fatos Baxhaku.

Short - Animation - Documentary & Experimental — Jury

Daniel
KNEBL

20 Kicks by Dimitar Dimitrov | 2016 | Bulgaria | 6’

All the World’s a Stage by Hannes Rall | 2016 | Germany | 2’

20 Kicks

All the World’s a Stage

This body, which follows the ramblings of my desires, and pays
the bill for them, while the soul is trying to find its way…

An animated adaptation of the famous Shakespeare poem “All
The World’s A Stage” narrated by the renowned Shakespeare
actor and director Samuel West (Royal Shakespeare Company).

Screenwriter

Dilyan Elenkov

Screenwriter

Hannes Rall

Producer

Neli Gacharova

Producer

Hannes Rall,
Daniel Keith Jernigan
Seah Hock Soon

Dimitar
DIMITROV

Hannes
RALL

Baby Nap by Paul Muresan | 2015 | Romania | 6’

Birdy Wouaf Wouaf by Ayce Kartal | 2015 | France | 4’

Baby Nap

Birdy Wouaf Wouaf

Baby Nap is a trip into the mind’s hidden playground. We follow
an unknown character through his mind while he dreams,
transforming the night into a very short baby nap filled with new
images that describe him in a very peculiar way.

Birdy is an adorable bird used to be pampered by his family. But
from the day he starts barking, his dad drives him out. A series of
misfortunes goes until he runs across another croaking chick.
After the full success of Backward Run, this second short film acknolodges Ayce Kartal’s commitment to stand up for the freedom
of speech.

Screenwriter

Paul Muresan

Screenwriter

Ayce Kartal

Producer

Paul Muresan

Producer

Damien Megherbi

Paul
MURESAN

Ayce
KARTAL

Clouds by Diego Maclean | 2016 | Canada | 12’

Comeback Wool E by Sumanta Ghosh | 2016 | India | 9’

Clouds

Comeback Wool E

A villager whose role is to observe clouds in search for inspiration
for the village’s sacrificial rituals has an unusual vision.

An animation film on gender discrimination. Wool e is the little girl
child, floating in the placenta of her mother, pulsating with life and
excitement to meet the woman who has held her so long in her
womb.

Screenwriter

Diego Maclean

Screenwriter

Sumanta Ghosh

Producer

Diego Maclean

Producer

Sumanta Ghosh

Diego
MACLEAN

Sumanta
GHOSH

Diaspora by Alaeddin Aboutaleb | 2015 | Tunisia | 13’

Ethnophobia by Joan Zhonga | 2015 | Greece, Albania | 17’

Diaspora

Ethnophobia

A story of a Head who lives alone in a wheelchair for long years
in his apartment in downtown of Tunis. He falls into routine by
subsisting on media, until he was surprised by an employment
announcement. In the end, he abandons his isolation and leaves
his wheelchair.

Survival, clash andsymbiosis go side by side; all accompanied
by bursts of joy and pain as a result of man’s internal need to
find and exaggerate differences when similarities are obviously
greater.

Screenwriter

Alaeddin Aboutaleb

Screenwriter

Petros Koskinas

Producer

Alaeddin Aboutaleb

Producer

Joan Zhonga

Alaeddin
ABOUTALEB

Joan
ZHONGA

Haircut by Virginia Mori | 2015 | France, Italy | 8’

Merlot by Marta Gennari, Giulia Martinelli | 2016 | Italy | 6’

Haircut

Merlot

Virginia Mori was born in Italy in 1981. She studied animation and
illustration at the Institute of Art of Urbino, where she directed her
first film, Pagina 16. She then started working as an illustrator
while, at the same time, directing music videos and short films.

In a fairy-tale forest, a grumpy old lady loses a bottle of wine. This
is the start for a chain of events where all the characters – an old
lady, a naughty little girl, a cowardly mushroom seeker, a stupid
wolf, a flock of birds - play their role, in a funny repartee between
the film frames, leading to an unexpected development.

Screenwriter

Virginia Mori

Screenwriter

Producer

Pascaline Saillant

Marta Gennari
Giulia Martinelli

Producer

Marta Gennari
Giulia Martinelli

Marta
GENNARI
Virginia
MORI

Giulia
MARTINELLI

Ossa by Dario Imbrogno | 2016 | Italy | 4’

Rabbit Blood by Yagmur Altan | 2016 | Turkey, USA | 5’

Ossa

Rabbit Blood

All the world is a stage. In this theater a dancer becomes aware
of herself. her dance, destructed in time and space, shows us the
mechanisms that pulls the strings.

Just an ordinary day at an old mysterious Turkish country house
where its residents have an extraordinary way of brewing tea.

Screenwriter

Dario Imbrogno

Screenwriter

Yagnur Altan

Producer

Withstand & Imbrogno

Producer

Yagnur Altan

Dario
IMBROGNO

Yagmur
ALTAN

Second to None by Vincent Gallagher | 2016 | Ireland | 7’

The Little Shoemaker by group of ISART | 2015 | France | 6’

Second to None

The Little Shoemaker

Frederick Butterfield is tired of always being runner up. When he
becomes the world’s second oldest person, he hatches a plan to
claim first place.

In a timeless street of Paris stands a shoemaker’s shop. Mr. Botte
takes care of his shoes with such passion and skill that they
come to life and start moving in his expert hands. But his daily life
is about to be disturbed as a most peculiar street vendor unfolds
his stall just in front of Mr. Botte’s store.

Screenwriter

Vincent Gallagher

Screenwriter

Producer

Damian Farrell

Galaad Alais
Terry Bonvard

Producer

SEVE Films

Vincent
GALLAGHER

group of
ISART

The Right Place by Fernando Franco, Begoña Arostegui | 2015 | Spain | 3’

To Build a Fire by Fx Goby | 2016 | France | 13’

The Right Place

To Build a Fire

Does life, perhaps, consist in being in the right place at the right
time? Could it consist in interpreting and following the signs?

To commemorate the 100th anniversary of Jack London’s death,
filmmaker Fx Goby adapts To Build a Fire, the famous novel of
the American author.

Screenwriter

Fernando Franco
Begoña Arostegui

Screenwriter

Fx Goby

Producer

Samuel François-Steininger

Producer

Ferdydurke

Fernando
FRANCO

Begoña
AROSTEGUI

Fx
GOBY

After Auschwitz by Paul Blinkhorn | 2016 | United Kingdom | 12’

Echo by Xacio Baño | 2015 | Spain | 20’

After Auschwitz

Echo

Hiding from the shadows of the past, Rebeka reflects on the
paths not taken, of love lost and the moral obligations of being a
survivor.

Echo’s voice was stolen and she was sentenced to repeat what
everyone else said. Trapped, she decides to take shelter in a cave
and to distance herself from human touch.

Screenwriter

Paul Blinkhorn

Screenwriter

Producer

Paul Blinkhorn
Paul Anderton
Steven Hutchinson

Xacio Baño
Xose Barato
Rocío González

Producer

Xacio Baño

Paul
BLINKHORN

Xacio
BAÑO

Football Brothers by Marcin Filipowicz | 2015 | Poland | 28’

Monica by Dimitris Argyriou | 2016 | Germany | 5’

Football Brothers

Monica

and 13-year-old Lukasz, who live at a small mountain village in
the South of Poland. Like many boys their age they have a dream
- they want to be great football players.

Monica wanted to become hair dresser, when she was young…
Things went wrong…This is her story... Based on a real interview

Screenwriter

Marcin Filipowicz

Screenwriter

Dimitris Argyriou

Producer

Adam ŚLesicki
Wajda School

Producer

Dimitris Argyriou

Marcin
FILIPOWICZ

Dimitris
ARGYRIOU

The Learning Alliance by Muhammad Umar Saeed | 2016 | Pakistan | 9’

The Roads We Don’t Take by Zlata Oronova | 2016 | Russia | 14’

The Learning Alliance

The Roads We Don’t Take

Collecting garbage for earning and paying their fees for school.
Three brothers who are changing their future by studying and at
the same time selling garbage in Lahore, Pakistan. The Learning
Alliance is a portrait of children with dreams and their struggle
towards achieving it.

The life of a long-term prisoner of the Gulag, the author of the
memoirs “The Way” - Olga Adamova-Sliozberg.

Screenwriter

Muhammad Umar Saeed

Screenwriter

Zlata Oronova

Producer

Muhammad Umar Saeed
Muhammad Farrukh Saeed

Producer

Zlata Oronova

Muhammad
UMAR SAEED

Zlata
ORONOVA

Waiapi by Luciano Toriello | 2016 | Brazil | 30’

Yesterday, It Wasn’t Too Bad, Mr.Schürmann by Jan Krämer | 2016 | Germany | 24’

Waiapi

Yesterday, It Wasn’t Too Bad,
Mr.Schümann

In 2014 Pino and Alessio, volunteers for the O.N.G. (non-governmental organization) “Amigos do bem estar”, passed through the
Brazilian Amazonian forest and encountered the native tribe of
the Wajãpi, which live in the Amapà, in North-East Brazil.
Here, especially among the children, malaria still continues to
have a high incidence and toll.

“This is the third and most interesting part of my life“, said Mr
Schurmann. He is wandering through the corridors, searching
for new tasks. In former times, Mr Schurmann read, he enjoyed
taking pictures and filming. His new world is rather clean and
cold – the atmosphere of a hospital with patience who never
leave. Since two months, he lives in a closed nursing home for
dementia.

Screenwriter

Luciano Toriello

Screenwriter

Jan Krämer

Producer

Farfly
Luciano Toriello

Producer

Jan Krämer

Luciano
TORIELLO

Jan
KRÄMER

A Place I Have Never Been by Adrian Flury | 2015 | Switzerland | 5’

Granny’s Garden by Sholeh Zahraei | 2016 | Cyprus | 5’

A Place I Have Never Been

Granny’s Garden

By sourcing multiple digital images of the same place from
different archives this experiment in film makes use of frame by
frame montage to discover hidden forms, patterns and references
thereby giving new meaning to the prevailing redundancy of
these pictures.

The final moments of a young man and his parallel journeyto his
granny’s garden where there was life, love, nature and hope...

Screenwriter

Adrian Flury

Screenwriter

Sholeh Zahraei

Producer

Adrian Flury

Producer

SholehZahraei & KamilSaldun

Adrian
FLURY

Sholeh
ZAHRAEI

I Woke Up Before I Went to Sleep by Tim Harrison | 2015 | United Kingdom | 4’

January Hymn by Katherine Canty | 2015 | Ireland | 13’

I Woke Up Before I Went to Sleep

January Hymn

A dreamer’s dance with the arrow of time.

A reflection on grief, January Hymn sees Clara return for the first
anniversary of her father’s death. Taking the form of a fractured
narrative, the film considers how Clara’s experience of grief
shapes her poetic relationship to a home which has been forever
altered by loss.

Screenwriter

Pip Ridley

Screenwriter

Katherine Canty

Producer

Tim Harrison
Pip Ridley

Producer

Tanja Harney

Tim
HARRISON

Katherine
CANTY

Laika Stardust by Antonin Bobò | 2016 | Italy | 15’

Moving Across Opposite Directions by Guli Silberstein | 2016 | United Kingdom | 6’

Laika Stardust

Moving Across Opposite Directions

Laika Stardust is an experimental film set in the household of
an upper class Italian family, in the not-too-distant future. Each
family member is captivated by their use of technology, almost to
the point of obsession. When the child becomes seriously ill, his
mother begins to unravel and we discover the hidden truth behind
her heartbreak…

A chance meeting with a travel companion, gave birth to this
trancelike work. Layers of rapidly moving British landscape,
filmed using a high shutter-speed, from a high-speed train, and
channels of sound, are overlapped and glitched. Going anywhere
and nowhere at once, it’s a reflection on time and space and what
is in-between.

Screenwriter

Antonin Bobò

Screenwriter

Guli Silberstein

Producer

Stefano Chiavarini

Producer

Guli Silberstein

Antonin
BOBÒ

Guli
SILBERSTEIN

Nosztalgia by Vanessa Malheiros & Wayner Tristao | 2016 | Brazil | 3’

Rod Zegwi Dan Pikan by Azim Moollan | 2015 | Mauritius | 4’

Nosztalgia

Rod Zegwi Dan Pikan

Two people in different dates.

A suspended moment, attached to the memories of a women. A
brief introspection in her state of mind, her battles, relationship
with her daughter and walking the fine line of addiction.

Screenwriter

Vanessa Matheiros
Wayner Tristdo

Screenwriter

Azim Moollan
Daniella Bastien

Producer

Vanessa Matheiros
Wayner Tristdo

Producer

Joelle Ducray
Azim Moollan

Vanessa
MALHEIROS
Wayner
TRISTAO

Azim
MOOLLAN

S.C.A.N. by Dénes Ruzsa & Fruzsina Spitzer | 2015 | Hungary | 7’

Shell by Daniel Ahrens | 2016 | Germany | 4’

S.C.A.N.

Shell

With the invention of the telescope and the further development
of the technology we got more and more detailed picture of the
world around us. We learned more and more about the stars,
birth of stars and the star death. Stars provide the essential light
for life. We discovered that almost every chemical element in our
body was formed inside the stars.

For the past two years my dad has been suffering from a rare
kind of blood cancer. After witnessing how horrible cancer is for
patients as well as everyone around them, I wanted to visualize,
through film, this awful disease that has plagued so many
individuals and families.

Screenwriter

Dénes Ruzsa & Fruzsina Spitzer

Screenwriter

Daniel Ahrens

Producer

Dénes Ruzsa

Producer

Daniel Ahrens

Dénes
RUZSA
Fruzsina
SPITZER

Daniel
AHRENS

Subotika – Land of Wonders by Peter Volkart | 2015 | Switzerland | 13’

What Happens in Your Brain by Zora Rux | 2015 | Germany | 6’

Subotika – Land of Wonders

What Happens in Your Brain

Subotika, a little-known island on the other side of the globe.
An enchanting country with extraordinary sights, grand visions
and a couple of minor problems. Book right now!
Subotika, the holiday destination that lives up to its promises.

A surrealistic trip into the world of an extremely long German
word.

Screenwriter

Peter Volkart

Screenwriter

Producer

Peter Volkart

Zora Rux
Fred Burle

Producer

Franziska Reck

Peter
VOLKART

Zora
RUX

NEW
FEATURES
– PARALLEL
SCREENINGS

Belina
JANO

Joti
EJLLI

He is the author of many scenarios
and has received several important
awards for feature film script and
theater.
The best screenwriter of the film “The
Wall”, he received three local and
international awards such as: “9/11
festival; “Swiskos” Basel Festival,
Switzerland; “Gjakova film festival”.
“Shqip Film Festival” Faruk Begolli
award. and the main award for 2012
best Balkan film at “Balkan Food and
Film Festival” held at Pogradec.
In Macedonia, he won the competition
of the Macedonian cinematography
center with the “Kafja” screenplay.

She has finished the bachelor
studies for Business Management and
Marketing by State University of New
York and holds a master in Producing for
Film and Television from New York Film
Academy, Los Angeles, California, USA.
During the past 5 years, she lectured
Movie Production at Marubi Film
Academy in Tirana, and is still enrolled
in lecturing Media Production at AAB
University in Pristina, Kosovo.
Having the desire to experiment in
the home country she jumped from
working on Television, to partnering up
with Red Production, with main offices
in Belgrade, Serbia, where she has
been holding the role of Producer for
over 4 years, working so in different
commercials for clients such as
Vodafone, OTE TV, Raiffeisen Bank, etc.

Was born April 7, 1986, in Lezhe,
Albania. Growing up, Jotti was always
artistic: he loved art, cinema/movies,
painting and music . As a teenager,
he played music working as a DeeJay
for many years. He even spent time
doing video editing, short videos and
music videos. After graduating in high
school, Jotti went to the University
Of Florence (Italy) to study Cinema
(Discipline delle Arti della Musica
e dello Spettacolo), continuing his
passion for Music and working as a
DeeJay, also creating Videos.
After graduating in the University
he moved to Milan continuing the
studies at the SAE INSTITUTE for
FilmMaking.

Student — Jury

Naser
SHATROLLI

A Long Time Ago in Silesia by Tomasz Protokowicz | 2015 | Poland | 16’

Actual Incident by Dominykas Valiukas | 2016 | Lithuania | 26’

A Long Time Ago in Silesia

Actual Incident

Twin brothers, Rysiek and Stefan live in an orphanage run by
nuns. The orphanage is situated in a small Silesian town, where
the Poles and the Germans live next to one another. The boys
are unlucky to grow up in one of the worst periods in the history
of the place - during the Third Reich.

Liudas is a young man working in a morgue. He starts working
with criminals to earn more money, but after a while he wants to
get out. It’s not that easy to quit.

Screenwriter

Tomasz Protokowicz

Screenwriter

Dominykas Valiukasx

Producer

Janusz Pukaluk

Producer

Laura Vrubliauskait

Tomasz
PROTOKOWICZ

Dominykas
VALIUKAS

All Rivers Run to the Sea by Alexandru Badea | 2016 | Romania | 25’

At Dawn by Omri Burstyn | 2015 | Israel | 19’

All Rivers Run to the Sea

At Dawn

Stung by the absurd administration process regarding the practicalities of his mother’s passing, Radu is having a hard time dealing with her death.

Ali, a Palestinian-Israeli teenager, tries to fit in with an Israeli
activist peace group, but in a violent stricken society getting hurt
is inevitable.

Screenwriter

Alexandru Badea

Screenwriter

Omri Burstyn

Producer

Alexandru Badea

Producer

Ruthy Pribar

Alexandru
BADEA

Omri
BURSTYN

Colette and the Room B-12 by Alexandra Karamisaris | 2015 | France | 10’

Forest of Echoes by Luz Olivares Capelle | 2016 | Austria | 30’

Colette and the Room B-12

Forest of Echoes

Colette is at the visual arts department at the Sorbonne, looking
for the room B-12. Sheís late, lost, confused, searching floor by
floor, stumbling from door to door. Until a young man reaches out
and helps her find her way.

A young woman runs through a forest, apparently racing two
men. The chase is sensual and exultant, long hair, red dress,
Jules et Jim... but then suddenly everything changes.

Screenwriter

Alexandra Karamisaris

Screenwriter

Luz Olivares Capelle

Producer

Virginie Guibbaud

Producer

Luz Olivares Capelle

Alexandra
KARAMISARIS

Luz Olivares
CAPELLE

Grandma’s Day by Milosz Sakowski | 2015 | Poland | 30’

Husky by Yasmin Afifi | 2016 | United Kingdom | 12’

Grandma’s Day

Husky

Tomek needs money. He tries to pull a ‘grandparent scam’ on an
elderly woman. When it seems that everything is going according
to plan, the woman suddenly exposes the scammer and locks
him in her apartment. She has a deal for him. Tomek will get the
money if he pretends to be her grandson when a social worker
comes to visit. If the social worker decides the infirm woman is
not under her family’s care, she may find herself being moved to
a nursing home.

Marcus, a 16-year-old boy on the brink of adulthood, has grown
up on a London council estate with his friends. As they struggle
to find their purpose and place in the world, Marcus is faced with
an inner conflict that leads him into uncomfortable territory and
isolated from those around him.

Screenwriter

Miłosz Sakowski

Screenwriter

Pedro Takahashi

Producer

Leszek Kope
Jerzy Rados

Producer

Polly Rosier

Milosz
SAKOWSKI

Yasmin
AFIFI

Ioana by Simon Pfister | 2015 | Germany | 29’

Km 73 by Radu Ghelbereu | 2015 | Romania | 16’

Ioana

Km 73

Young Rumanian Adrian works as a hustler in Zurich’s
underground in order to get his sister Ioana out of Rumania and
to Zurich, where they can both have a better future.

Dan and Cristi are both parents. Their sons are best friends. On
the way to the Lehliu police station, Dan tries to find the courage
to tell Cristi the whole truth about his son’s accident and the real
reason for this long drive.

Screenwriter

Simon Pfister

Screenwriter

Radu Ghelbereu

Producer

Simon Pfister

Producer

Vladimir Dembinski

Simon
PFISTER

Radu
GHELBEREU

Latent by Lefteris Parasyris | 2015 | United Kingdom | 12’

Leonardo by Ilir Hasanaj | 2015 | Switzerland | 19’

Latent

Leonardo

Latent follows a night in the life of Philip Byrne, a London-based

The old fashioned young inventor called Leonardo dreams of

face of a mysterious woman who leads him through empty
streets and remote alleys.

hindered from his obsession with his past love. LEONARDO is a

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Ilir Hasanaj

Producer

Philippe Favre

Producer

Lefteris Parasyris
Ingrid Charles
Anoop Singh Kung

Lefteris
PARASYRIS

Ilir
HASANAJ

Magasin by Jordy Tempelman | 2016 | Netherlands | 23’

Mary by Grigory Kolomytsev | 2016 | Russia | 15’

Magasin

Mary

The brothers and small- time
Ś thieves Gerstoph and Charlie,struggle with theirexistence in a grey and derelict industrial neighbourhood in Belgium. Surviving on small crimes and petty thievery,

A year after her son went missing, the mother receives the news
that her son is in Ingushetia, Caucasus.

escape to Paris.

Screenwriter

Jordy Tempelman

Screenwriter

Oleg Rashidov

Producer

Jordy Tempelman

Producer

Vladimir Popesku

Jordy
TEMPELMAN

Grigory
KOLOMYTSEV

Shadowboxer by Jannis Lenz | 2016 | Germany | 18’

Silentium Dei by Attila Rostas | 2015 | USA | 14’

Shadowboxer

Silentium Dei

Shadow boxing is a training exercise where the boxer trades
blows with their reflection. In other words, a shadow boxer is
someone who fights themself.

Silentium Dei is a single and continuous long take film about ritual, chauvinism and human brutality. Inspired by true events, the
film sets forth after a country wedding where a group of men take
part in a strange celebration.

Screenwriter

Jannis Lenz

Screenwriter

Attila Rostas

Producer

Universität für Musik und darstellende
Kunst Wien/Abteilung Film und Fernsehen

Producer

Anne Gregory

Jannis
LENZ

Attila
ROSTAS

State of Emergency by Tarek Roehlinger | 2016 | Germany | 12’

Tenderness by Emilia Zielonka | 2016 | Poland | 25’

State of Emergency

Tenderness

A movie about a society in fear. It is the story of two soldiers
in the everyday life of Paris guarding an official building. An
abandoned bag, curious passants and a crazy tramp move the
situation into its climax. The lines between normality and real
danger disappears.

Irka and Miłosz are a teenage couple who lock themselves in
a hotel room for a single night. It seems they have a perfectly
prepared plan and there’s just one thought guiding them: our love
is unique and everlasting. That night they spend together at the
hotel will change everything between them.

Screenwriter

Tarek Roehlinger

Screenwriter

Agata K. Koschmieder

Producer

Filmacademy
Baden-Würrtemberg

Producer

Jerzy Rados
Gdynska Szkoła
Filmowa/Gdynia Film School

Tarek
ROEHLINGER

Emilia
ZIELONKA

The Celebration by Martin Kuba | 2016 | Czech Republic | 28’

The Locksmith by Miltiades Christides | 2015 | Greece | 5’

The Celebration

The Locksmith

A story of a young couple, a family and an afternoon of

A down on his luck locksmith, who hasn’t had a lot of customers

start, you can’t just quit.

really needs his help.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Miltiades Christides

Producer

Miltiades Christides

Producer

Martin Kuba,
Terézia Klasová
Marek Novák
Gabriela Duchonová

Martin
KUBA

Miltiades
CHRISTIDES

Under the Sun by Qiu Yang | 2015 | China | 19’

Voicemail by Erec Brehmer | 2015 | Germany | 29’

Under the Sun

Voicemail

One incident occurs, two families tangle.
There’s nothing new under the sun.

A young girl - Lilly - has vanished. The ambitious Junior Editor
Stefan sees his chance for the Title page. But Lilly’s mother
refuses to talk to the press. Stefan has to decide how far he is
willing to go as a journalist. He, unknowingly, sets of a spiral of
events, which he can no longer control.

Screenwriter

Qiu Yang

Screenwriter

Erec Brehmer

Producer

Qiu Yi
Richard Helder

Producer

Felix Hultsch
Kevin Anweiler

Qiu
YANG

Erec
BREHMER

TIFF Market
Corner

Derya
DURMAZ

Stefano
ROMANO

Writer and journalist from Macedonia.
He is a member of the International
Federation of Film Critics FIPRESCI,
also a member of the Writers
Association of Macedonia.
In 2015 was selector for the program
“New European Film“ at the International
Cinematographers’ Film Festival “Manaki
Brothers”.
He is active in the field of film production
and distribution, and also in the field
of literature – as editor/publisher since
2010. Founder and director of the
International literature festival PRO-ZA
Balkan. Dejan is author of the novels
“Truth.Love. (Rashomon effect) “ (2012)
and “Infidelity” (2014).

Studied Economy, Human Rights Law
and Acting. Her 1st short film ZIAZAN
participated in over 40 festivals and won
11 awards. Her 2nd short film “Mother
Virgin No More/
Gri Bölge” was selected to the “65th
Berlinale Generation 14plus Short Film
Competition”, participated in over 20
festivals and won 2 awards. Both films’
world sales-distribution is acquired by
Kurz Film Agentur Hamburg.
She got selected to the “Toronto TALENT
LAB 2015”, “BERLINALE TALENTS
2016” and “First Films
First Goethe Institut Young Directors
Academy South East Europe 2016” with
her 1st feature film project “The Bus To
Amerika”.
As an actress she took part in more
than 10 feature films and many TV
productions. She works with the Persona
Theater from Athens and took part in
their international productions in Greece,
Turkey and Iran.

As an artist, as well as curator, he
realizes ephemeral, diasporic actions
and events questioning conflicts, new
antagonisms, and the urgency of social
reality. He works from more than a
decade in Albania where he conceived
several projects as artist as well as
curator. He took part in Tirana Biennale 3
he conceived the project 1.60 insurgent
space focused on public spaces, he
was also co-founder of T.I.C.A. (Tirana
Institute of Contemporary Art). In
2012 he co-founded DyZeroTre (DZT)
and MAPS – Museum of Art in Public
Space. His works have been shown at
national and international museums and
exhibitions, such as: Careof (Milan, Italy);
Placentia Arte (Piacenza, Italy); GAMeC
area Palestra, (Bergamo, Italy); Galleria
Alice & altri lavori in corso (Roma, Italy);
54° Venice Biennial – Pavillion of Fine
Arts Academies, Arsenale (Venice,
Italy); Macro Future (Roma Italy); GC.AC
(Monfalcone, Gorizia, Italy)...

In Albanian — Jury

Dejan
TRAJKOSKI

A Drop of Blood by Bekim Guri | 2015 | Kosovo | 10’

Alone by Jeton Lakna | 2016 | Kosovo | 10’

A Drop of Blood

Alone

If my daughter did not keep the honour of the family, this bullet
gives the right to her husband to take her life, the first night of the
wedding!

Uka, an old aged man, has been living alone since he had lost
all his family during the war and now he is alone. Uka is working
in his work room, a light followed by trembling disturb him. He
opens the door, goes out to the front yard, and in front of him
appears an Alien, injured in the leg.

Screenwriter

Bekim Guri

Screenwriter

Jeton Lakna

Producer

Gegnia Film Kosovë

Producer

Jeton lakna

Bekim
GURI

Jeton
LAKNA

Ana by Ajola Daja | 2016 | Albania | 27’

Bal Kan by Kriks Dumo | 2015 | Albania | 19’

Ana

Bal Kan

Ana (28) a literature teacher at the University of Languages, lives
together with her boyfriend Beni (32) a succesful businesman.
Ana has an affair with one of her students, Ergi (22) who likes
motor racing and sea sports. Beni tries to get Ana back. At some
point, Ana must make a choise.

Two young boys, a Serbian (Emil) and an Albanian (Ilir), raised
together in a small town of Kosovo. As they grow up they find
themselves in a war between two countries and on different
fronts.

Screenwriter

Ajola Daja

Screenwriter

Producer

Eno Milkani

Kriks Dumo
Marjo Cani

Producer

Ilir Ahmeti

Ajola
DAJA

Kriks
DUMO

Bet by Endrit Delisula | 2016 | Albania | 16’

Cheating for Papers by Valmir Tertini | 2016 | Kosovo | 19’

Bet

Cheating for Papers

Life is a bet, who dares for more sometimes even loses more..
Three friends were threatened to deliver a large quantity of
marijuana after they challenged their fate. The greed to earn
more money easily, drag in three youngsters in an organized
crime network...

Merita has accepted that her husband Azem to marry a German
woman only for papers. Azem and Merita have a daughter together. After fours years,Anna,Azemi’s German wife insists to come to
Kosovo to see where her husband used to live.

Screenwriter

Endrit Delisula

Screenwriter

Valmir Tertini

Producer

Endrit Delisula

Producer

Fitim Krasniqi

Endrit
DELISULA

Valmir
TERTINI

Faraway by Megi Karaj | 2016 | Albania | 6’

Feral by Emily Jusufi | 2016 | Macedonia | 23’

Faraway

Feral

A beautiful day. At a train station, a girl is waiting the next train
to arrive. While she daydreams she sees the figure of a long lost
friend. Their meeting gives her courage and hope for the future.

In a remote area of the Balkans, Amir, a bright young boy is ambitious to break away from the traditional peasant way of life by
gaining a good education.

Screenwriter

Megi Karaj

Screenwriter

Emily Jusufi

Producer

Elida Pajovi

Producer

Mursel Rexhepi

Megi
KARAJ

Emily
JUSUFI

Granatë by Ornela Peka | 2016 | Kosovo | 18’

Hasan Tahsini by Kujtim Gjonaj | 2016 | Albania | 41’

Granatë

Hasan Tahsini

n northern Albania, two innocent children experience the effects
of warfare, and meanwhile in London a successful architect
shares his story and the influences for his new project which
shelters thousands of Syrian refugees in the UK.

Hasan Tahsini is one of the most famous figures of the Albanian
Enlightenment and the Renaissance period. The Ottoman Empire
would widen his intellect, whereas Paris would give to his life yet
another dimension.

Screenwriter

Ornela Peka

Screenwriter

Kujtim Gjonaj

Producer

Ornela Peka

Producer

Kujtim Gjonaj

Ornela
PEKA

Kujtim
GJONAJ

Land by Ibrahim Deari | 2016 | Macedonia | 25’

Life on a Carousel by Elkjana Gjipali | 2015 | Albania | 14’

Land

Life on a Carousel

Old father lying in a deathbed calls his oldest son, Bardhi. He
leaves a supreme will to him to take care and inherit the land.
For him the land is the most valuable thing. After father’s death,
a younger brother - Lisi appears who lived for 8 years in West
and had lost his contacts with the family. In fact, he came back to
village to sell his part of the land, in order to pay his liabilities to
some criminals.

They are different. They are friends. They tell us their story from
a carousel. Luiza travels back in time while Viola leaves the past
behind and lives with expectations of the future. Sometimes
you’re up, sometimes you’re down and sometimes you just go
round and round...

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Rezarta Reso
Elkjana Gjipali

Producer

Gent Prizreni

Producer

Ibrahim Deari
Goran Cvetkovic
Arben Fejzullau

Ibrahim
DEARI

Elkjana
GJIPALI

Limelight by Lorin Terezi | 2016 | Albania | 12’

Lost Exile by Fisnik Maxhuni | 2016 | Kosovo | 29’

Limelight

Lost Exile

A graduated actress has to make a decision between: her family
and her career.

between Serbia and Hungary. Hana, a young woman from
the way, Emir’s unscrupulous colleagues order him to stop at a
motel next to the border. They see in Hana the opportunity to gain
money by delivering her to a prostitution ring. That night, Emir is
faced with a moral dilemma and his own humanity as Hana will
test her courage to change her life and make it to Europe.

Screenwriter

Lorin Terezi
Anila Balla

Producer

Lorin Terezi

Lorin
TEREZI

Screenwriter

Fisnik Maxhuni

Producer

Yll Uka
Valon Bajgora

Fisnik
MAXHUNI

Midnight Vibrations by Anton Ndreca | 2015 | Kosovo | 29’

One, Two, Monologues... by Blerina Goce | 2016 | Albania | 7’

Midnight Vibrations

One, Two, Monologues...

Thinking his wife is dead he calls best friend to help. Panicking
he mistakes a number and calls a wrong guy.This will be enough
to involve in unthinkable trouble two more couples, police and
a prosecutor. Jealousy, friendship, fight and infidelity - all in one
night, caused of a misunderstanding.

A short documentary about the lives of two homeless people in
Tirana, Albania that defies the homelessness.

Screenwriter

Anton Ndreca

Screenwriter

Blerina Goce

Producer

Blerim Gjoci

Producer

Blerina Goce

Anton
NDRECA

Blerina
GOCE

Realscope by Enxhi Rista | 2015 | Albania | 4’

Scream by Leart Rama | 2016 | Kosovo | 7’

Realscope

Scream

and discovers the reality around him. This object takes the masks
off the people faces and shows their inner selves.

Screenwriter

Bogdan Movileanu

Screenwriter

Leart Rama

Producer

U.N.A.T.C

Producer

Leart Rama

Enxhi
RISTA

Leart
RAMA

The Almayer Inn by Romina Ruda | 2016 | Kosovo | 8’

The Dog Killers by Ergys Meta | 2016 | Albania | 15’

The Almayer Inn

The Dog Killers

Inspired by the Ocean Sea Alessandro Baricco that “Almayer
Inn” “Bed Almajer” is a short documentary who explores the way
that human life exchange their stories interlink when a certain
moment in time and space.

According to the law of physical elimination of stray dogs
in exchange of a small monetary reward, two middle-aged
Albanian ex-hunters, Nikolin and Enver, take a nocturnal journey
throughout the city, which is soon interrupted by an unexpected
turn of events.

Screenwriter

Romina Ruda

Screenwriter

Ergys Meta

Producer

Romina Ruda

Producer

Françesk Dushi

Romina
RUDA

Ergys
META

The Last Battle by Alban Zogjani | 2015 | Kosovo | 11’

The Ritual of a City by Bertrand Shijaku | 2016 | Albania | 4’

The Last Battle

The Ritual of a City

Linda, a thirty-year old widow takes care of her son who is
passionate about the football team Real Madrid especially about
Ronaldo. Ylli is sick. Real Madrid comes to play in Kosovo for its
first time, of course Linda and Yll have bought the tickets but one
day before the match something happens.

How to explore the rituals of the city?

Screenwriter

Alban Zogjani

Screenwriter

Bertrant Shijaku

Producer

Shpend Zogjani
Arber Zogjani

Producer

Bertrant Shijaku

Alban
ZOGJANI

Bertrand
SHIJAKU

The Rope Broke by Mehmet Selcuk Bilge | 2015 | Albania | 7’

Threads by Donjeta Hyseni | 2016 | Kosovo | 6’

The Rope Broke

Threads

A woman tries to commit suicide by hanging herself but the rope
breaks and she survives. When she wakes up she cannot untie
the rope on her neck. Now she has to spend whole day with that
rope.

In this experimental film, shows the life of a young dancer, whom
an accident has lost his legs, his girlfriend and his career. through
his puppet he recalls his life he had, as well as his girlfriend. now
he lives alone and can not walk, notwithstanding that life has
been very tough on him, he continues live again, but in memories
that remain, which tries to give life.

Screenwriter

Mehmet Selcuk

Screenwriter

Donjeta Hyseni

Producer

Mehmet Selcuk

Producer

Donjeta Hyseni

Mehmet Selcuk
BILGE

Donjeta
HYSENI

Waves by Xhulio Joka | 2016 | Albania | 15’

Waves
Family dynamics are powerful, strong, loud just like the Waves
that crash on cliffs. A movie that emphisizes family drama and the
redemption of years gone unseen. Because, under an afternoon
sun, bad descisions fade behind the sea and a new light of hope
comes up.

Screenwriter

Xhulio Joka
Aldo Hako

Producer

Xhulio Joka
Aldo Hako

Xhulio
JOKA
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Steve
PICCOLO

Vladimir
MYRTEZAJ

Is a visual artist from Italy, who mostly
works in video and photography.
He graduated from Accademia di Belle
Arti di Brera in Milan, and he finished his
Master studies at IUAV in Venice.
His works have been presented in
various shows and public spaces
dedicated to contemporary art, including
54th Venice Biennale, MART in
Rovereto, Listasafni ASI in Reykjavik,
SOMA in Mexico City, National Arts
Gallery in Tirana, etc.
Bruno also works as a professor of
Video Art at Accademia di Belle Arti di
Brera in Milan, and he is the director of
Master in Video Art and Filmmaking at
ARDENT Institute, a joint educational
program of Accademia di Brera and
Politecnico di Milano.

On the international scene since the
mid-1970s, during his career Steve
Piccolo has worked on music (cofounder of the Lounge Lizards), theater,
performance art, sound installations,
film soundtracks and fiction. He has
shown works and/or done performances
in many museums, galleries and
international art events.
He has contributed curated sound
projects at ArtVerona in 2008, and for
the exhibition “Club 21” during Frieze
2010 in London. Collaborations on
video art, performance and installations
include works with Adrian Paci, Luca
Pancrazzi (including the sound art of
the group DE-ABC with Gak Sato),
Gabriele Di Matteo (including the artists’
magazine E IL TOPO), A Constructed
World and many others.

Born in Shkodra in 1958, he studied at
the “Jordan Misja” Art High School in
Tirana and graduated from the Academy
of Fine Arts in Tirana, where he worked
at the Institute of Cultural Monuments for
ten years, and then started his academic
life at the Academy of Fine Arts. He
currently teaches a study programme in
the Multimedia Department in the same
Academy. That’s how he describes his
artwork: “Often the dilemma tantalising
the artist in front of a plane keeps me
stuck in the emotional memory that I
have in use. Everything translates into
sensation from the instinct of reading
the plane any time I have it before me.
This travelling memory mingles —with
the testimonies of matter with conquered
visual tension”.

Video Art — Jury

Bruno
MUZZOLINI

2013 | Albania | 4’

2014 | Albania | 10’

2015 | France | 6’

Adam’s Apple

Anarchy

Detour

Alketa Ramaj

Fani Zguro

Ivi Topp

2013 | Albania | 4’

2006 | Sweden | 20’

2015 | Albania | 17’

Exchange
Domination

Female Fist

Film

Kajsa Dahlberg

Ilir Lluka

Gentian Gjikopulli

2016 | Albania | 7’

2010 | France | 6’

2013 | Peru | 8’

Anomaly

Artist Drive

Fraude

Leart Rama

Brigitte Zieger, Philippe Fernandez

Manuela Garcia

2006 | Sweden | 5’

2014 | Austria | 9’

Gospels

Je Suis Malade/ Azerbaijani
Version - Fidan

2016 |Turkey | 9’23”

From the Silver Screen
to Soccer Field
Özgür Demirci

Erik Bünger

Dejan Kaludjerovic

2015 | Slovenia | 1’

1992 | Switzerland | 12’

2013 | Turkey | 13’

Origin

Pickelporno

Remains of the Day

Marinopoulou, Charlène Biju

Pipilotti Rist

Ferhat Özgür

2012 | Albania | 4’

2016 | Romania | 9’

2013 | Albania | 3’

Routine

Tescani. No Limits

The Anglerfish

Artan Shabani

Ana Catalina Gubandru

Edson Luli

2001 | France | 5’

2012 | Kosova | 6’46”

2016 | Slovenia | 2’

The Breathing
Lesson

Under Collar

Za Andreja

Dora Garcia

Mary Marinopoulou

TRIBUTE

my name is…

ETTORE
SCOLA

How Strange to Be Named Federico | Documentary | 2013 | Italy | 90’

Romanzo di un Giovane Povero | Drama | 1995 | Italy, France | 120’

How strange to be named
Federico

Romanzo di un giovane
povero

An exciting and visionary portrait of the master filmmaker Federico Fellini, based on the memories and the feelings of his great
friend director Ettore Scola.

Two neighbors, young Vincenzo and old Mr. Bartoloni, are utterly
unhappy. On the one hand Vincenzo must lead a miserable and
frustrating life as he cannot find any regular job, despite his Arts
degree. On the other hand, Mr. Bartoloni is fed up with his despotic wife: the woman who used to be a beautiful artist is now a
fat and shabby drunkard.

The Dinner (La Cena) | Drama/Comedy | 1998 | Italy, France | 126’

The Family | Drama/Romance | 1987 | Italy, France | 137’

The Dinner (La Cena)

The Family (La Famiglia)

An evening at an Italian restaurant. Hosted by tolerant and
relaxed Flora, various parties of middle-class people come in
-- large and small, young and old, regulars and tourists, married
and single -- to dine, converse, argue, celebrate, make confessions; to overhear other people’s discussions, to interrupt them,
to sing, listen to music, and enjoy life.

Two neighbors, young Vincenzo and old Mr. Bartoloni, are utterly
unhappy. On the one hand Vincenzo must lead a miserable and
frustrating life as he cannot find any regular job, despite his Arts
degree. On the other hand, Mr. Bartoloni is fed up with his despotic wife: the woman who used to be a beautiful artist is now a
fat and shabby drunkard.

Madrid en corto is a program promoted by Consejería de
Empleo, Turismo y Cultura de la Comunidad de Madrid and
managed by the Oficina de Promoción from ECAM, with the
objective of spreading and promoting short movies produced
in the Community of Madrid. Since 2005, the short movies
completing this program are selected from The Short Movie
Week of the Community of Madrid.
The main actions of Madrid en corto are:
The preparation and editing of a promotional portfolio with
a DVD for festivals and distributors, subtitled in English
and French. A web page with the credits, trailer and all the
promotional material for each short film. The private viewing
platform, for streaming as well as the secure downloading
of videos in various formats, and only available by invitation.
Copies in DCP (2K) necessary for projection at festivals, as
well as other digital formats (such as Full HD, 1080p)
The dispatch and follow-up of projection copies. The
distribution to and registration of short films at festival and
cinematic events all around the world.
As well as festivals, at Madrid en Corto we work in the search
for other distribution channels, and on the promotion of short
films. Since 2012 we have made these short films available in
DCP and HD, and on 35 mm. up to 2011.
Madrid en corto means a support for new film directors and
producers. Furthermore, it is a clear compromise with the
audiovisual production in the Community of Madrid.
Madrid en corto
We have managed the Madrid en corto programme since its
creation in 2005, under the supervision of the Community of
Madrid’s Department of Employment, Tourism and Culture
and Directorate-General for Performing Arts, Music and
Audiovisual Media.

ECAM Distribución is responsible for distributing the short
films made by ECAM students as the final project on their
diploma course and from the FilmNow, OFF ECAM and
Madrid en Corto catalogues.
Our mission is to promote the short films in the different
catalogues as widely as possible through film festivals,
screening rooms, television companies and markets.
Exporting and discovering talent is our main aim.
In the past ten years, the films included in the catalogues
managed by ECAM Distribución have been selected more
than 13,000 times for domestic and international film festivals,
receiving over 2,000 awards.
Cortos ECAM
The final short films from ECAM diploma courses are
distributed to festivals around the world. ECAM Distribución
handles registration, copy shipment and materials. The
aim is to promote our students’ careers and give their work
greater exposure at festivals and markets. Over the past ten
years, ECAM shorts have been selected 4,300 times and
won 352 awards.
Off ECAM
The goal of this catalogue is to obtain festival distribution
for independent films (shorts and feature films) directed or
produced by graduates or which include at least one team
leader who has completed a course at the school.

Al Pelae by Óscar de Julián | 2015 | Spain | 22’

Cocote, a Dog Story by Pacheco Iborra | 2015 | Spain | 29’

Al Pelae

Cocote, a Dog Story

Too many memories for just a man.

Paco is followed by a female dog to ending sheltering. Among
them a strong bond is created. However, the rest of the farm staff
often complains of certain behaviors of the animal, so the oPaco
is the maintainer of the stables in a farmhouse. One day he is
followed by a dog to which he ends up giving shelter. A strong
bond is created between them. However, the other staff of the
farm often complains about certain behaviors of the animal.

Screenwriter

Óscar de Julián

Screenwriter

Pacheco Iborra

Producer

Mariela Artiles

Producer

Pedro Palacios

Óscar
DE JULIÁN

Pacheco
IBORRA

My Father, the Shot Putter from DDR by Diego Postigo | 2015 | Spain | 11’

The Aspirant by Juan Gautier | 2015 | Spain | 19’

My Father,
the Shot Putter from DDR

The Aspirant

Professional male shot putter throws the 7 kilos 260 grams steel
shot an average of 200,000 times in his career . Of these, only
about thirty throws are considered perfect.

Carlos is a college student who lives in a dormitory for college
students in Madrid. During their first weeks he will have to face
the veterans.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Juan Gautier

Producer

Andrea Gautier

Producer

Andrés Koppel
Isabel Peña
Manuel Calvo
Roberto Butragueño

Diego
POSTIGO

Juan
GAUTIER

The Fisherman by Alejandro Suárez | 2015 | Spain | 20’

The Garden of Earthly Delights by Jorge Muriel | 2015 | Spain | 18’

The Fisherman

The Garden
of Earthly Delights

to keep this tradition alive. One night, he decides to leave the
His luck changes when he catches something that does not
belong to this world.

Madrid. February 6th 1992. Plaza de la Cruz Verde. 8 a.m.
11 people live together in the same building. What type of
consciousness do they have regarding that their life could end in
subtle and inappreciable evolution, until one day it ends without
us noticing.

Screenwriter

Alejandro Suárez

Screenwriter

Jorge Muriel

Producer

Julio Suárez Vega

Producer

Juan Ferro

Alejandro Suárez Lozano

Alejandro
SUÁREZ

Jorge
MURIEL

NexT
Romanian
Shorts
NEXT INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
( SHORTS PRESENTATION)

NexTInternational Film Festival started in 2007 and has
become ever since the biggest event dedicated to short and
medium films in Romania.
One of the most eclectic Romanian film festivals, a
panorama of the innovative and creative worldwide cinema,
NexT presents each year a selection of more than 100 short
films presented within the two competition sections and
numerous special programs, having as a core focus the
fields of film directing and sound-design.

2013 | Romania | 23’

2015 | Romania | 20’

Idle

In which the protagonist hides
and then has an unexpected
encounter

Raia Souliman
In a world ruled by boredom and apathy, a boy and a girl meet for
the first time.

TudorJurgiu

One stressful morning, like every other morning, Cristina suddenly
stops in the doorway. She is unable to take the step that would lead
her out of the house…
2015 | Romania | 12’

2015 | Romania | 23’

Paper Bag

Second Look

Roxana Bențu

Ana Maria Comănescu

Mr. B wakes up to a cheerful sunny morning, eager to start his
daily routine around the house, but as soon as he meets his
beloved cat pet he is about to learn that this is no ordinary day.

Lovebirds Radu and Madalina are taking a trip together to her
parents’. On the way, they pick up a hitchhiker, who becomes their
friend.

2015 | Romania | 22’

Summer Break
Andrei Tănase
Mircea and his cousin Denis are spending the summer vacation at
their grandparents house, in the countryside. Used to the city life,
the two teenagers soon get bored and, in order to have some fun
and hopefully attract media attention, they secretly create some
crop circles in a nearby wheat field.

2014 | Romania | 16’

The Window
Georgiana Moldovan
In an unspecified future, the poor get the chance of a better
life, being thrown in a sort of game organized by the privileged
members of the society.The rules change when the privileged start
playing.

TIFF.TV
Competition

THE LIFE
IS SHORT
by Jacopo CHESSA

This is the second year that the Italian Short Film Center
collaborates with Tirana International Film Festival. Last
year festival’s schedule included a selection of Italian short
films entitled “The life is short”, which characterises this
section, as an overview of contemporary Italian short films.
Those who watch a substantial number of short films,
perhaps know better than the moviegoers, that life is really
short, too short to be wasted watching ugly short films,
even though each of them does not exceed 15-20 minutes.
“The life is short” purpose is to find an answer to this need
which is first of all a need of the audience. Therefore,
the program is not only a set of films, which satisfies the
requests of the most needy audience, but also a window
oriented towards various directions, where the short film is
advancing in our country.
Starting with “Bellissima” (Beautiful) directed by
Alessandro Capitani, one of the most acclaimed films of
the last season - among various awards figures “David di

Donatello” award - a Food for Thought of David Gentile,
more American than the American cinema; from “Il
miracolo” (The Miracle) of Fabio Mollo, who shows off with
a subtle irony and realism, a glimpse of the deep southern
Italy to the evocative “Masciarae” of Domenico Di Ceglia
and Serena Porta; from “Quasi eroi” (Almost Heroes),
a masterpiece of Pasolini signed by Giovanni Piperno
(Nastro d’Argento in 2016) to “La Partita” (The Match )
Francesco Carnesecchi, a crystal clear example of Italian
comedy of our times, “La Santa che dorme” (The Sleeping
Saint), Laura Samani, mature essay of the Experimental
Center.
“The life is short” is not simply the Italian presence at the
Tirana Film Festival, which is certainly one of Italy’s friendly
event, but it also an act of love versus Albania and the
festival’s audience, a heartfelt gift from the other side of the
Adriatic.

Beautiful (Bellissima) by Alessandro Capitani | 2016 | Italy | 12’

Food for Thought by Davide Gentile | 2016 | Italy | 13’

Beautiful (Bellissima)

Food for Thought

Veronica is twenty years old. She is a prisoner of her own huge
body. During a party in a nightclub a boy makes fun of her.
Veronica is deeply hurt: she goes to the toilet, locks the door and
stays where no one can see her. But fate has in store a pleasant
surprise for her...

“Food for thought” is a short film with a simple message:
Does it have to go this far for you to get it?

Alessandro
CAPITANI

Davide
GENTILE

Il Miracolo by Fabio Mollo | 2016 | Italy |15’

Masciarae by Domenico de Ceglia, Serena Porta | 2016 | Italy | 9’

Il Miracolo

Masciarae

Assuntina lives in Reggio Calabria together with Luisella, a hen
that, for some time, has not been laying eggs. The woman is
tormented over a disagreement between her two sons, Domenico
and Nicola. Every day she tries to convince the two of them to
make peace with each other. Despite her efforts, there seems
that there is no way to resolve the situation. Until one day Assuntina finds a consecrated wafer on the street. Even though she
is happy, and frightened at the same time, this could be just the
miracle she was waiting for, the right indication as to which road
to take.

Young boys suspect the old women in the village are witches.

Domenico
DE CEGLIA
Fabio
MOLLO

Serena
PORTA

Quasi Eroi by Giovanni Piperno | 2016 | Italy | 20’

The Holy Game (La Partita) by Francesco Carnesecchi | 2016 | Italy | 19’

Quasi Eroi

The Holy Game (La Partita)

Christian, 21, and Valentina, 17, are together, but he is unemployed and her father isn’t too fond of him. They are expecting
a baby something that they didn’t expect. Now, they want to get
married before anyone starts to notice her growing belly.

Rome, May, Sunday morning. And ‘the last of the football championship game of the category “Students”. Claudio and Bulla
‘Sporting coach Roma, in life did not win anything. Today he plays
the title. And ‘his chance.

Giovanni
PIPERNO

Francesco
CARNESECCHI

The Sleeping Saint by Laura Samani | 2016 | Italy | 19’

The Sleeping Saint

Giacomina is twelve, and has been chosen as guardian of Saint
Achillea’s statue for the annual procession. It would be the most
beautiful day for her but her best friend, Silene, is founded...

Laura
SAMANI

PANORAMA
DIVERGENT MINDS
GENERATIONs
MADE IN ALBANIA
NEW WORLD
PARADE

DIVERGENT MINDS

Ari by Alex Murawski | 2015 | Australia | 10’

My Feral Heart by Jane Gull |2016| United Kingdom | 83’

Ari

My Feral Heart

This is the story of ARI (meaning ‘to be’ in Japanese).
Overweight and introverted, he longs to belong. Spurred
on by his feelings for classmate Jess, he attempts to lose
weight and become more outspoken in an effort to connect
with others. But this only leads to more pain, to increased
loneliness and sadness.

Luke, an independent young man with Down’s syndrome,
is forced to live in a care home after his elderly mother
dies. He struggles to settle there, both frustrated at having
his wings clipped by its rules, and unimpressed by his
new housemates. His disappointment with his new home
soon turns to wonder when Luke discovers a way out and
begins to explore the surrounding countryside.

Screenwriter

Alex Murawski

Screenwriter

Duncan Paveling

Producer

Annmaree J. Bell

Producer

James Rumsey

Alex
MURAWSKI

Jane
GULL

The Chicken Of Wuzuh by Sungbin Byun | 2015 | South Korea | 13’

My First Analyst

The Chicken Of Wuzuh

Ivan has an appointment with a psychoanalyst for its first
session...

Wuzuh, a girl wIth Down’s syndrome, has a secret crush on her
class teacher. However, one day, she finds out that one of her
classmates has received from the teacher the same hairclip as
hers, which she had thought that he has given only to her as a
thoughtful present. Feeling betrayed, Wuzuh brings a chicken she
has been raising to give her teacher to school and starts to make
a fuss with it in the classroom.

Screenwriter

Jonathan Borgel

Producer

Lucie Portehaut
Sandrine Pillon

Jonathan
BORGEL

Screenwriter

Sungbin Byun

Producer

Dahyun Kim

Sungbin
BYUN

DIVERGENT MINDS

My First Analyst by Jonathan Borgel | 2016 | France | 10’

GENERATIONs

A Visit by Larissa Corriveau | 2016 | Canada | 11’

Malesh by Ivan Bakrac | 2016 | Serbia | 20’

A Visit

Malesh

Julien Bertrand lives in seclusion to devote himself to his true
calling: writing. Sleepless nights follow days which unravel
like dreams. Yet every day, a chance encounter interrupts his
solitary meditation. A VISIT is a portrait of a creator who has
voluntarily isolated himself from the world in order to express
his love for it through his works. It is also a comment on the
need for art, it’s ability to create intimacy between beings.

America, the land of opportunity, attracts immigrants
from every corner of the world. An ambitious young
immigrant, Riz, works at a small motel in pursuit of
her American dream. When an unexpected discovery
confronts Riz with the consequences of being
undocumented, she is forced to make a life changing
decision.

Screenwriter

Larissa Corriveau

Screenwriter

Bane Jevtic

Producer

La Demeure

Producer

Igor Vranjkovic

Larissa
CORRIVEAU

Ivan
BAKRAC

Operation Commando by Jan Czarlewski | 2016 | Switzerland | 21’

Meda

Operation Commando

Welcome to the world of Romanian bureaucracy, where
foster daughter Meda is immediately removed from home
for administrative, irrelevant reasons.

Two brothers are forced to to be separated and oppose each
other in two ennemis groups of a summer camp.

Screenwriter

Emanuel Pârvu

Screenwriter

Producer

Miruna Berescu
Anamaria Antoci

MadeleinePerdrillat
Jan Czarlewski

Producer

Elodie Brunner

Emanuel
PARVU

Jan
CZARLEWSKI

GENERATIONs

Meda by Emanuel Parvu | 2015 | Romania | 15’

GENERATIONs

Shooting Star by Lyubo Yonchev | 2015 | Bulgaria | 28’

Shooting Star
Lilly (47) is a divorced mother of two – Martin, who has recently come of age, and the little Alexandra (5). One cold winter
evening Martin takes Alexandra from kindergarten. In the dark
streets of the neighborhood they become a part of a tragic accident that hardly can be forgotten or erased. Lilly and her kids
have to make tough decisions, the consequences of which will
change their life for good.

Screenwriter

Yassen Genadiev
Lyubo Yonchev

Producer

Yassen Genadiev
Lyubo Yonchev

Lyubo
YONCHEV

Young Lady by Genc Berisha | 2016 | Kosovo | 83’

Shadows

Young Lady

The events related to some murders have shocked a small
town. A group with a criminal past has been eliminated
overnight . A prosecutor is investigating the case by
interrogating the only witness who has been part of the
dramatic events. Everything thing seems to happen for
weak jealousy motives. But the truth that will never be
comprehended, is the contrary.

Three local gangsters who are charged for a job, but the
road facing problems consecutive and as a result forced
into the underground network of the country

Screenwriter

Jotti Ejlli

Screenwriter

Genc Berisha

Producer

Gent Prizreni

Producer

Besart Sllamniku

Jotti
EJLLI

Genc
BERISHA

MADE in ALBANIA

Shadows by Jotti Ejlli | 2016 | Albania | 60’

NEW WORLD

Bon Voyage by Marc Wilkins | 2016 | Switzerland | 20’

Lesson Unlearned by Nina Vedmitskaya | 2016 | Russia | 24’

Bon Voyage

Lesson Unlearned

Jonas and Silvia are enjoying a wonderful sailing holiday in
the Mediterranean sea. But while sailing through the night,
far away from land, they discover an overloaded refugee
boat, close to sinking. They are shocked, but too afraid to
help. So they call the coast guards but loose the boat out of
sight into the darkness of the night. In the early morning they
find themselves drifting through an ocean of dead bodies.
The refugee boat
has sunk.

This is a story of Nick, a 5th grader of Donetsk school, who
stays in a classroom during a bombardment. All alone with
his fear he suddenly finds support. The most ordinary black
board becomes a portal to the past. Nick meets a boy his
age, but from 1941. They both are locked in the school
under fire, and both want to live, be happy and enjoy their
childhood.

Screenwriter

Marc Wilkins

Screenwriter

Nina Vedmitskaya

Producer

Joël Jent

Producer

Nina Vedmitskaya

Marc
WILKINS

Nina
VEDMITSKAYA

Out of the Village by Jonathan Stein | 2015 | USA | 17’

Love Comes Later

Out of the Village

America, the land of opportunity, attracts immigrants from
every corner of the world. An ambitious young immigrant,
Riz, works at a small motel in pursuit of her American
dream. When an unexpected discovery confronts Riz with
the consequences of being undocumented, she is forced to
make a life changing decision.

The touching story of an orphaned boy and his sister who seek
closure after Ebola ravages their West African village.

Screenwriter

Sonejuhi Sinha

Screenwriter

Producer

Sonejuhi Sinha

Luke A. RenneR
Jonathan Stein

Producer

Jonathan Stein

Sonejuhi
SINHA

Jonathan
STEIN

NEW WORLD

Love Comes Later by Sonejuhi Sinha | 2015 | USA, India | 11’

NEW WORLD

The Land of Exodus by Skinner Myers | 2016 | USA | 11’

Three Minute Warning by Iqbal Mohammed | 2016 | United Kingdom | 12’

The Land of Exodus

Three Minute Warning

Obed, a Mexican street kid with hopes of making it to
America, leads a recently kidnapped American teenager to
the Mexico/United States border.

In Palestine, a 14 year old girl called Mariam cares for
her disabled mother. One night, an Israeli “knock-on-roof”
bomb is dropped onto their building allowing them only
three minutes to escape before it is demolished. This
emotional 11 minute drama depicts the reality of civilians in
Gaza, Palestine.

Screenwriter

Skinner Myers

Screenwriter

Iqbal Mohammed

Producer

Skinner Myers

Producer

Alex Gibbons

Skinner
MYERS

Iqbal
MOHAMMED

No Matter What Happens by Justyna Mytnik | 2016 | Poland | 14’

Eva

No Matter What Happens,
I Love You

Gabriel, a shy boy, decides to resort to the services of Eva,
a transgender prostitute. He isn’t able to make love with
her. Then, their meeting takes an unexpected turn, and
becomes an unusual first time.

Peter returns to Poland from Iraq war. It turns out, that his lesbian
sister moved into their family home with her girlfriend. Will the
soldier learn to accept their love?

Screenwriter

Florent Médina

Screenwriter

Justyna Mytnik

Producer

Florent Médina

Producer

Justyna Mytnik

Florent
MÉDINA

Justyna
MYTNIK

PARADE

Eva by Florent Médina | 2016 | France | 10’

PARADE

Valzer by Giulio Mastromauro, Alessandro Porzio | 2016 | Italy | 19’

Veil of Silence by Julie Gourdain | 2016 | France | 29’

Valzer

Veil of Silence

Italy, 2038. Alice and Kristin are pregnant and live isolated
from the rest of the world, fully in love with each other. Their
lives are inextricably bound to that of a young man.

It is 1968 and Marianne is nineteen years old. She has
been sent to a home for young girls, far from her family
and friends. Here she meets other girls whose secrets
have turned their lives upside down.

Screenwriter

Screenwriter

Julie Gourdain

Producer

Fabrice Préel-Cléach

Producer

Giulio Mastromauro
Alessandro Porzio
Giulio Mastromauro

Giulio
MASTROMAURO
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PORZIO

Julie
GOURDAIN

TIFForum Selected Projects

unexpected meetings moderated by the
trainer/group leader, depending on the
specific needs of each script of the group, at
any given time.
Participants will be expected to live up to
the challenge of engaging in a professional
dialogue with experienced trainers as per
the needs of their particular stories. They
will be required to make the most out of the
feedback they will receive. Produce results.
Discover the originality in their projects as
well as a strategy to build upon it, and fully
develop their stories’ dramatic potential.
Coinciding with the Tirana International
Film Festival 2016, the workshop will also
produce training and networking synergies.
Best Pitch Award
After 3-day script development, the projects
will work on their pitch with a trainer in the
following 2 days. On the last day every
participant will pitch his project and compete
for the Best Pitch Award.

TIFForum will be a 3-day intensive workshop
for the script development of 8 first or
second feature film projects, consisting of
individual consultations, practical writing
exercises, and lectures.
It will be a crash course in collaboration
between trainers & participants. The process
will be intensive and demanding for all
involved. It aims to be a unique, high value
professional experience for the participating
filmmakers.
During the 3 days of the workshop, each
of the 2 trainers in script development will
guide, and collaborate with, a group of
4 projects/filmmakers, forming a sort of
creative family. Trainers and trainees will
be working together in planned meetings
(individual and group ones), but they will
also be expected to be constantly “on call”,
available to offer feedback to each other,
each single day, from breakfast through
dinner, through a series of additional,

After the Winter
Montenegro
Producer: Ivan Djurovic
Writer/Director:
Ivan Bakrac
Albanian Romance
Albania
Producer: Saimir Bajo
Director: Saimir Bajo
Entwined
Greece
Producer:
MInos Nikolakakis
Writers: Minos Nikolakakis
& John de Holland
Director: Minos Nikolakakis
Haunted by City Lights
Greece
Producer: Giannis
Sotiropoulos
Writers: Stratis
Chatzielenoudas,
Syni Pappa
Director: Stratis
Chatzielenoudas
Mountain Eyes
Serbia
Producer:
Tatjana Zezelj Gojkovic
Writer: Pavle Vuckovic
Director: Pavle Vuckovic
Stars Go Blind
Albania
Producer: Iris Elezi
Writers: Iris Elezi &
Thomas Logoreci
Directors: Iris Elezi &
Thomas Logoreci
Still Life
Macedonia
Producer: Ognen Antov
Writer: Vladimir Mitrevski
Director: Vladimir Mitrevski
Stuffed Life
Macedonia
Producer: Irina Lazarova
Writer: Tamara Kotevska
Director: Tamara Kotevska

2015 | Nepal, France, Germany, Switzerland | 90’

SPECIAL SCREENING

Min
BAHADUR BHAM

Director
Writer
Cast

Min Bahadur Bham
Min Bahadur Bham
Khadka Raj Nepali
Sukra Raj Rokaya
Jit Bahadur Malla
Cinematography Aziz Zhambakiev
Editing
Nimesh Shrestha
Aziz Zhambakiev
Music
Jason Kunwar
Producers
Min Bahadur Bham

The Black Hen
(Kalo Pothi)
In the remote Nepalese village during the Maoist Civil war, Prakash
and Kiran, two 12-year-old boys are best friends, despite belonging
to different casts. The simple ownership of a hen means a world
to them: by selling the eggs they can make money and fulfil their
childish dreams. But their society is constrained by poverty and caste
divides. The sister of the poor one, Prakash, secretly joins the Maoist
party, while the groom of Kiran’s sister gets arrested and killed by the
Maoists. Trying to get the hen at any price Prakash and Kiran have to
face the harsh reality of the world surrounding them.

For the first time Albania and
Macedonia will enter the festival-to-date
scheme, simultaneously screening the
film “Clean hands” on 11 November
in public at European Film Festival
Cinedays in Skopje and at Tirana Film
Festival in Tirana, as well as on a VOD
platform in both countries. This will
offer the audience a choice in watching
quality European productions on VOD
and festivals. Also, the cooperation
between the Cinedays from Skopje
and Tirana film festival will show
another way of cooperation between
the festivals in Europe! It will improve
the festivals relations with the other
festival, distributors, sales agents
and VoD platforms to bring quality
European film to new audiences.

2015 | Netherlands | 108 min

CLEAN HANDS

Director
Writer
Cast

Tjebbo Penning
René Appel
Frederik Brom
Poal Cairo
Jenne Decleir
Music
Han Otten
Cinematography Danny Elsen
Editing
Philippe Ravoet
Producers
Maaike Benschop
Petra Goedings

SPECIAL SCREENING

Sylvia has turned a blind eye to her husband Eddie’s flourishing
drug business for too long. When Eddie’s dealings take a turn for
the worse, Sylvia wants to protect the lives and futures of theiryoung
children and decides to flee.
But Eddie will stop at nothing to keep his wife inside the ‘family’.

Tjebbo
PENNING

Presents

A Film Literacy
Program
Tirana
9 - 10 - 11
November 2016

The 5C Project
Ciné Caravan
City_Culture_Cinema
Balkan Cultural Centre (Croatia) presents the 5C
Project Cine-Caravan: Culture_City_Cinema, a
film literacy travelling program for young people,
in collaboration with partners altcine (Greece),
Balkan Cultural Institute (Romania) and Adriapol
(Albania). The project consists of film screenings,
Q&A sessions, workshops and seminars in the
four countries involved, and gives the opportunity
to a large audience to watch and analyse little
known feature and short films, from the region,
aiming to provide another point of view on cinema,
culture and identity from neighbouring countries.
Five young film critics were selected, after an
online competition, to become „the 5C project
ambassadors“, and follow this cine-caravan in
all its stops, where they receive training from
experienced mentors. This project is made
possible through the support of the Creative
Europe Programme of the European Union.

Balkan Shorts Program (altcine)
Balkan Shorts is a curated selection from
altcineAction! 2016 Film Festival, chosen based
on audience’s votes, the 5C critics reviews and
the specialised juries awards. This selection
brings together some of the most exciting and
emerging talents from the Balkan region, and
showcases their recent work, ranging from
Bulgarian animation to Slovenian fiction films. The
screening is followed by a Q&A session with the
5C ambassadors, five emerging film critics, who
will talk to the local audiences about the art of
short films and recent Balkan productions. This
program is part of the 5C Project Cine-Caravan,
organised by Balkan Cultural Centre and regional
partners, with the support of Creative Europe
Programme of the European Union and Croatian
Audiovisual Centre.

MASTERCLASS | 5C Project | AQSHF

MASTER CLASS | 5C Project |
Faculty of Social Sciences, Blvd. Gjergj Fishta

Presentation of Albanian Cinema Project.
Moderated by Eriona Vyshka, Film Archivist at
Central State’s Film Archives of Albania.

Research methods and experimental approaches
on “Kinostudio” era.
Moderated by Professor Julian Bejko.

Censor by Onur Kesapli | 2015 | Turkey | 8’

Der Kübelreiter by Stefan Maleševic | 2015 | Bosnia & Herzegovina | 10’

Censor

Der Kübelreiter

Sadik, censor of an editing team, decides to see a therapist
saying “my morality is ruined”.

A man runs out of coal during a snow storm and decides to visit
the coal-dealer to beg for some, but the coal-dealer and his wife
show no understanding of the man’s needs.

Screenwriter

Onur Kesapli

Screenwriter

Franz Kafka

Producer

Onur Kesapli

Producer

Emina Ganic

Onur
KESAPLI

Stefan
MALEŠEVIC

IULIAN. A True Story by Alex Mironescu | 2014 | Romania | 9’

Diving-In by Simon Intihar | 2014 | Slovenia | 15’

IULIAN. A True Story

Diving-In

Iulian spent his teenager life at an orphanage, in which he found
himself at the age of ten. Because of the bad treatment he endured, he decided to run away wanting to escape and to build a
new life on his own. He will choose Bucharest as his destination.
Here he will make new friends who will try to help him, involving
their families into the process. But will he succeed?

A man, who caused a tragedy which hurt his and his family’s
lives, wants only one thing: That the people he cares most about
give him one last chance.

Screenwriter

Alex Mironescu

Screenwriter

Simon Intihar

Producer

Alex Mironescu (U.N.A.T.C.)

Producer

Jožica Blatnik

Alex
MIRONESCU

Simon
INTIHAR

Libelula by Adelina Bulibasa, Mihai Salajan |2015| Romania | 15’

Pledge by Christos Gkotsis | 2014 | Greece | 15’

Libelula

Pledge

A journey into the core of an ordinary tower block which
illustrates how living in a small apartment feels like related by
the building’s caretaker. The common life, the routine, the past,
the present, perhaps the future all illustrated visually and aurally
in less than 15 minutes. A film about everyday people and their
everyday lives.

A man lives isolated on an island. His only companion is a young
woman with whom he has made an unnatural agreement: she
pretends to be his deceased wife. What happens when the
pledge is broken?

Screenwriter

Ioan Peter

Producer

Adelina Bulibasa

Adelina
BULIBASA

Screenwriter

Christos Gkotsis

Producer

Christos Gkotsis

Mihai
SALAJAN

Christos
GKOTSIS

Pyramid by Galaxy Spanos | 2013 | Greece | 8’

See you in the Morning by Alma Zekollari |2014| Greece, Albania | 15’

Pyramid

See you in the Morning

A young boy named Nikita, has gone out to his favorite club with
his girlfriend Anastasia and his friend Dimitri. An unexpected fight
will lead to his sudden downfall.

As I was making a documentary for my husband’s bakery in
Athens, where I had worked as a saler for 6 years, I understood
something very important. The communication and the good
relationship with others at small enterprises is the most important
thing in life. It is vital to forget the stress and tiredness. It is what
gives us the impulse to go on our hard work during the day and
night.

Screenwriter

Galaxy Spanos

Screenwriter

Alma Zekollari

Producer

Galaxy Spanos

Producer

Alma Zekollari

Galaxy
SPANOS

Alma
ZEKOLLARI

The Day of the Bleeding Gums by Dimitar Dimitrov | 2014 | 5’

The Day of the Bleeding Gums
It is only needed to calmly wait for your wave, and let it take you
there, where even death is just a cause for contemplation. The
painting has a value only in the moment of its creation; the rest is
just a postcard from a far away voyage.

Screenwriter

Dimitar Dimitrov

Producer

Neli Gacharova

Dimitar
DIMITROV

TIFF
on tour

Tirana IFF will act as ambassador for the submitted films
and will travel with a selection to other Albanian cities
during the year. TIFF will also propose special screenings
to other regional festivals in accordance to a specific
subject or theme of each collaborative festival.

A Conscious Dream by Federico Telerman, Nicolas Uboldi, Giuseppe Oliverio | 2015 | Italy | 19

One Million Steps by Stotz Eva | 2016 | Germany | 20

A Space In Time by ALEXANDRE ATHANÉ | 2015 | France | 13

Platopolis by Fernando Gómez-Luna | 2015 | Spain | 70

Adele in August by Camille Rosset | 2015 | France | 27

Prisoner by Erol Çelik | 2016 | Turkey | 5

Age of unreason by Christophe Louis | 2015 | France | 19

Proverbial Luck by Dave Lojek, Steffi Sixdorf | 2016 | Austria | 5

Agrinoui by Alexis Chaviaras | 2015 | Cyprus | 19

PULSE by Robin Petré | 2015 | Hungary | 26

Aliens by Jiajie Yu Yan | 2016 | Spain | 5

Rabbit Therapy by Bernd Bücker | 2015 | Germany | 12

All Love Schmidt by Lars Pape, Holger Schuermann | 2016 | Germany | 102

Red by Branko Tomovic | 2016 | United Kingdom | 20

All the other things by Egor Chichkanov | 2016 | Russian Federation | 23

REST STOP by Isabelle INGOLD | 2016 | France | 81

Beyond Depth by Jacopo Scano | 2016 | Italy | 16

Roger Ballen’s Theatre of Apparitions by Emma Calder, Ged Haney | 2016 | United Kingdom | 5

Blind Luck by Toby Martin Hughes, Julian Belvedere | 2016 | United Kingdom | 4

Severed by Peter Dourountzis | 2015 | France | 18

Butterfly Co. by Ifigenia Dimitriou | 2016 | Greece | 11

Shopping by Layke Anderson | 2015 | United Kingdom | 12

Deserted by Niels Bourgonje | 2016 | Netherlands | 10

Shrines by Nona Catusanu | 2015 | Czech Republic | 7

Discord of the Hyenas by Alexander Peskador | 2015 | Austria | 12

Some Other Dawns by Florian Poupelin | 2016 | Switzerland | 16

Don’t mess with the Sharkies by Richard Rabelbauer | 2015 | Switzerland | 24

Spectres are haunting Europe by Maria Kourkouta, Niki Giannari | 2016 | France | 98

Doug & Walter by Samuel Morris | 2015 | Switzerland | 25

Tánger Gool by Juan Gautier | 2016 | Spain | 83

DOVE by Konstantinos Chaliasas | 2016 | Greece | 17

Thanatos by Max Sturgeon | 2016 | Poland | 17

Driftage by Aurelio Buchwalder | 2015 | Switzerland | 24

The Amazing Rocambole by Nicoloff Loic | 2015 | France | 19

Fantasy by Teemu Nikki | 2016 | Finland | 9

The Ego Death by Ludvig Gür | 2016 | Sweden | 10

First Encounter With Authority by Yavuz ÖZER | 2016 | Turkey | 17

The Guru by Carl Murphy | 2015 | Ireland | 5

For Eva by Kiril Totev | 2016 | Bulgaria | 20

The House in 8/A by Doron Levene | 2016 | Israel | 11

Haze (Original) by Stefano Raspa | 2015 | Italy | 13

The Jossers by Gareth Brierley | 2016 | United Kingdom | 15

Her Name by Pedro Lino | 2015 | Italy | 19

The Manakia Brothers. Diary of a long look back by Eliza Zdru | 2016 | Romania | 90

Heretic by Stephanos Minoglou | 2016 | Greece | 10

The Meeting by Marcello Cotugno | 2015 | Italy | 14

Hermannstadt by KristianKristian Breitenbach, Daniel Ratthei | 2015 | Switzerland | 27

The Money BOX by SHAJI NPSUHPANGATHAN | 2016 | India | 20

I Woke Up Before I Went To Sleep by Tim Harrison | 2016 | United Kingdom | 3

The parade by Arijana Lekić- Fridrih | 2015 | Croatia | 7

Impressions by Tomaso Aramini, Simon Bolton-Gabrielsen | 2015 | United Kingdom | 18

The Walk by Sophie Sherman | 2015 | France | 19

In Between by BUltot | 2016 | Belgium | 18

The Wandering by Liza Bolton | 2016 | United Kingdom | 80

In Defense of the Rocket by Martin Ginestie | 2015 | United Kingdom | 5

The Writer by Emanuele Mengotti | 2016 | Italy | 5

Journey with strange friends by Konstantinos Stathis | 2016 | Greece | 21

TRAPPED by Andis Cildermanis | 2016 | United Kingdom | 17

LAMPEDUSA by Peter Schreiner | 2016 | Austria | 130

Var är Thon? by Antti Polojärvi, Einari Paakkanen | 2016 | Finland | 5

Latchkey Kids by Elad | 2016 | Israel | 22

Voyage Voyage by Yoonyoung Choi | 2016 | France | 20

London Edinburgh London by Will Stewart, Richard Oldfield, Walter Stabb | 2015 | United Kingdom | 54

Walking Home by Max Richert | 2016 | Germany | 16

Meaningless by Lucia Balestrieri | 2015 | United Kingdom | 14

wars and game by serhat ozer | 2016 | Turkey | 2

Mother by Rati Tsiteladze | 2016 | Georgia | 9

Weekend by Talat Gokdemir | 2016 | United Kingdom | 22

Next Door by B. S. Mueller | 2016 | Austria | 23

Why Siegfried Teitelbaum had to die by Axel B. Steinmueller | 2016 | Germany | 106

Normal by Iordanis Theodosiadis | 2016 | Greece | 10

Wish to Wash with Rain by Gülten Taranç | 2016 | Turkey | 89

Notorious Corn by Mallory Grolleau | 2016 | France | 1

Woman by Konstantinos Chaliasas | 2016 | Greece | 15

Nowadays you have to invent your own work by Mario Vitale | 2016 | Italy | 15

Worldlines by Karlos Alastruey | 2016 | Spain | 9

Media Jury

Alda
BARDHYLI

Alma
MILE

Anisa
YMERI

Alda Bardhyli is graduated in literature
at Tirana University. Since 2000 she
has been working as a culture journalist
and later as an editor in widely read
newspapers such as ‘Albania’, ‘Dita’
(Day) and currently ‘Shqip’ newspaper.
She has given a great contribution in
the publication field, first as director at
“55” Publishing House and currently
as editor-in-chief of ‘Saras’ Publishing
House.

October 2008 up to now Editor
responsible for the cultural sector,
Panorama Newspaper, Shekulli
Newspaper, Korrieri Newspaper. Faculty
of History and Philology, University
of Tirana. Master in Literature; PhD
in process. Member of different
international juries like TIFF or “Onufri”.
Winner of cultural journalism prize
“Teodor Keko”, 2012.

Culture journalist since 2004.
The period from 2004-2007; reporters
of culture pages in “Korrieri” daily
newspaper. On years 2007-2008;
journalist and editor of culture pages on
“Koha Jonw” newspaper. From January
2009; journalist of culture editorial on
“Top News” TV.

Beti
NJUMA

Fatmira
NIKOLLI

Born in 1966 in Tirana, studied
Geography-History and worked firstly at
the Hydrometeorological Institute. Since
1996 his main profession has been as
a journalist. He wrote for the newspaper
“Koha Jone”, was Cultural Editor of the
newspapers “Gazeta Shqiptare” and
“Korrieri”, Chief Editor of the weekly
magazine “ABC” and Deputy Chief Editor
of the magazine “MAPO” and “Java”. He
is currently editor in chief for National
Cultural Supplement “Milosao”, also
publicist. He was also correspondent of
the Belgrade news agency BETA and
currently collaborator of ORF (Austrian
National Radio Television) in Albania.
Ben Andoni translates from Serbian,
Croatian and English. He is very involved
to the Civil Society in Albania.

Beti Njuma është gazetare dhe
spikere shqiptare. Beti punon në Top
Channel. Është spikere e lajmeve dhe
njëkohësisht realizon rubrikën “Vitrina
e Librit”. Për një kohë të gjatë ka qenë
gazetare politike duke arritur të jetë
një nga emrat më në zë të gazetarisë
shqiptare. Gjithashtu ka shkruar disa
artikuj në gazetat dhe revistat periodike
shqiptare.

Born 2 August in Puke, Albania. After
studying Journalism at the Tirana
University she has worked in several
medias, as a journalist writing articles
about art and culture in Albania. She
started to write for the daily newspaper
“Sot”, then “55”. Later she worked for
TVA television, and radio “Kontakt”. From
2008 she works in “Gazeta Shqiptare”,
editor in articles about art and culture,
and meantime has been working in
several project of BIRN (Balkan Insight).

Media Jury

Ben
ANDONI

Media Jury

Fjodora
FJORA

Jonida
HITOVEIZI

Works as journalist on Albanian
television channels since 1998. Director,
author and host of Chic at News24 TV.

Was born in 1-st of July 1985, in
Tepelena. She studied Journalism in
Tirana University, History and Philology
Faculty. At the age of 20 she started
working in different national newspapers
covering at first Social, Culture and
Actuality. Now days she is owner and
editor in chief of Pasqyre.al, online
media, focusing on culture, socio-culture
analyses, heritage and history.
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BEST FEATURE FILM
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
BEST EDITING “LUC BARNIER”
BEST EUROPEAN FEATURE FILM
BEST SHORT FILM
BEST SHORT FICTION
BEST SHORT ANIMATION
BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY

BEST SHORT EXPERIMENTAL
BEST EUROPEAN SHORT FILM
BEST FILM IN ALBANIAN
BEST STUDENT FILM
BEST VIDEO ART
BEST BALKAN FILM
BEST DEBUT FILM “RON HOLLOWAY”
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Sheraton Tirana Hotel
Adresa: Sheshi Italia,
Tirana 1000
Telefoni:04 227 4707

COD
Center for Openess
and Dialog

Bulevardi Dëshmorët e Kombit,
Tiranë 1000

Universiteti Mesdhetar
i Shqipërisë
Adresa: Blv. Gjergj Fishta, Nr.52,
Phone: +355 (4) 2421774
Email: info@umsh.edu.al

TULLA
Culture Center
Rruga Medar Shtylla,
Tirana

ERA “VILA”
Rr. Papa Gjon Pali II, Vila nr. 11
(pranë stadiumit Qemal Stafa),
Tiranë, Shqipëri
Tel: (04) 22 55 000
Cel: +355 68 90 24 561
E-mail: era2@era.al
BAR WEST
Blvd. Dëshmorët e Kombit,
dy Kullat përballë Kryeministrisë.
HOTEL AUSTRIA
Rruga e Dibres, Nr.18,
(9 kateshet)
Tirana - Albania
Mobile: +355688017915
Phone: +355 (04) 2256435
Email: reception@hotelaustria.al
HOTEL LIVIA
Rruga Qemal Stafa 47, AL-Tirana
Tel. +355 (4) 2229188
Cel. +355 682041298
Fax +355 (4) 2229464
liviaposhnjari@yahoo.com

Urgjenca Mjekësore /
Emergency Services:
127 / 25 33 64, 22 22 35, 25 33 65

Mother Teresa Airport:
236 21 37 / 237 12 01 / 223 48 54

Policia / Police:
Ndërhyrja e shpejtë:
129

SPEED Taxi:
+355 69 60 76780
00355 69 60 222 55
00355 66 66 666 33
Email: info@speedtaxi.al

Farmaci nate / Night Drugstore:
222 22 41

ALBARENT / Rent a Car Albania:
0682049911, 0686046902
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Abbas
Kiarostami
Biography

Kiarostami was born in 1940. Best known as film director, he was
also screenwriter, film producer, and photographer. Born in Tehran,
Iran, Kiarostami began his artistic career with painting. He attended
the University of Fine Arts of Tehran. In the 1960s, he worked in
advertising as a painter, designer, and illustrator. In the late 1960s,
he created credit titles for movies and illustrated children’s books.
In 1969, the Iranian Nouvelle Vague arrived on the art scene. During
the same year, Kiarostami collaborated with Ebrahim Forouzesh to
create a film-making department at the Institute for Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanun) in Tehran.
Kanun became one of the two public structures for film producing,
and later one of the most modern locations for film development.
In the 1970s, Kiarostami had a prominent role in the renewal of
Iranian cinema. After a few features films, such as Experience and
Mosafer, he directed some short features addressing a variety of
themes, such as life and death, spiritual and material journeys,
and suicide, in a realistic style to present a new vision of Iran. After
the Iranian revolution in 1979, Iran became an Islamic Republic and
wanted to create a unique national genre, a pure cinema without
any link to the Occident. Despite the political situation, Kiarostami
decided to stay in Iran, and continued to direct short features
produced by Kanun. In the 1990s, Kiarostami gained critical
acclaim. Taste of Cherry won Palme d’Or at Cannes Film Festival
in 1997, after being banned from Iran for one year. His film entitled
Close-Up received recognition from Quentin Tarantino, Martin
Scorsese, and Werner Herzog, among others.
During the mid-1990s, Kiarostami began to produce around the
world. He wrote scripts for his former assistant, Jafar Panahi,
for The Journey and White Balloon. Like Ridley Scott, Jean
Cocteau, or Pier Paolo Pasolini, Kiarostami expanded his art to
many different media, such as poetry, painting, and photography.

In between two books of poetry, he published his photographs
in Untitled Photographs, which featured 30 pictures of Tehran in
the snow between 1978 and 2003. The artist participated in many
festivals and received awards including Federico Fellini Gold Medal
(1997) from the UNESCO, Akira Kurosawa Award (2000), and the
fellowship of the British Film Institute (2005).
The cinema of Kiarostami won the admiration of all kind of
audience throughout the world, from public audience to film
critics, from festivals to great filmmakers such as Akira Kurosawa,
Nani Moretti, Jim Jarmusch, and Chris Marker. Akira Kurosawa
met Kiarostami in 1993. Being very impressed by his films, he
acclaimed: «Words cannot describe my feelings about them and
I simply advise you to see his films. When Satyajit Ray passed
on, I was very depressed. But after seeing Kiarostami’s films, I
thanked God for giving us just the right person to take his place.»
Effortlessly simple and conceptually complex in equal measure, his
films are poetic, lyrical, meditative, self-reflexive and increasingly
sophisticated. They mix fiction and documentary in unique ways,
often presenting fact as fiction and fiction as fact.
Suffering from an incurable illness, in late June 2016, he left for
treatment in a Paris hospital, where he died on 4July. One week
before his death, Kiarostami had been invited to join the Academy
Awards in Hollywood as part of efforts to increase the diversity of
its OSCAR judges.

Drama| Iran | 1977 | 112’

Drama| Iran | 1990 | 98’

The report

Close-Up

Original title: GOZARESH

Original title: NEMA-YE NAZDIK

A civil servant at the Ministry of Finance, Mohammad
Firuzkui, is accused of taking bribes, at the same
time as his marriage is crumbling and his wife is
threatening to leave him.

Pretending to be Mohsen Makhmalbaf making his next
movie, Hossain Sabzian enters the home of a well-todo family in Tehran, promising it a prominent part in his
next movie. The actual people involved in the incident
re-enact the actual events, followed by the footage from
the actual trial that took place. .

Drama| France, Iran | 1994 | 103’

Drama| Iran, France | 1997 | 95’

Through the Olive Trees

Taste of Cherry

Original title: ZIRE DARAKHATAN ZEYTON

Original title: TA’M E GUILASS

The movie focuses on the one of the events in Life, and
Nothing More (1992), and explores the relationship
between the movie director, and the actors. The local
actors play a couple who got married right after the
earthquake. In reality, the actor is trying to persuade
the actress that they should get married.

An Iranian man drives his truck in search of someone
who will quietly bury him under a cherry tree after he
commits suicide.

Drama| Iran, France | 1999 | 118’

Documentary| Iran | 2006 | 32’

The Wind Will Carry Us

Roads of Kiarostami

Original title: THE WIND WILL CARRY US
Behzad, Keyvan, Ali and Jahan, journalists posing
as production engineers, arrive in Kurdish village to
document the local’s mourning rituals that anticipate
the death of an old woman, but she remains alive. The
main engineer is forced to slow down and appreciate the
lifestyle of the village.

Kiarostami has been exhibiting his black-and-white
landscape photographs at venues around the world, and
Roads of Kiarostami is both a companion piece to these
exhibits and an extension of them. Static shots of his
photos alternate with footage of Kiarostami’s car winding
through mountain roads, as the Iranian filmmaker muses
in voice-over on the significance of the journey and on the
path of his work and Persian literature as a whole.

Short | Iran | 2016 | 16’

Short | Iran | 2016 | 4’ 30”

Take Me Home

24 Frames
TEMP. 06: THE HORSE

Abbas Kiarostami takes his camera to south of Italy
and shows us a beautiful and playful video of alleys and
stairs there.

“I always wonder to what extent the artist aims to
depict the reality of a scene. Painters capture only
one frame of reality and nothing before or after it.
For 24 Frames I decided to use the photos I had
taken through these years. I included 4’ 30” of what I
imagined might have taken place before or after each
image that I had captured.” Abbas Kiarostami

Documentary| Iran, USA | 2013 | 83’

Bahman
MAGHSOUDLOU
Film scholar and critic, Bahman
Maghsoudlou, recipient of Iran’s
prestigious Forough Farrokhzad
literary award (1974), is the author
of IranianCinema, (NYU, 1987) and
Grass: Untold Stories, about the
making of Grass: A Nation’s Battle
for Life, (Mazda, 2008).He has
been panelist, juror and lecturer
at a wide variety of film festivals,
as well as president of the juries
at Ibn Arabi Festival in Spain,
2012, and Montreal World Film
Festival, 2014.His films, as director
and producer, both features and
documentaries, have been selected
for over 100 festivals, garnering
many awards.Maghsoudlou has
directed six documentaries,
notably Abbas Kiarostami: A
Report, which premiered at
the 2014 Montreal World Film
Festival...

ABBAS KIAROSTAMI:
A REPORT
An analysis of the style and vision of Abbas
Kiarostami, the world’s most iconic Iranian
filmmaker, through the lens of his earliest
work, including his first short film (Bread and
Alley, 1970) and, particularly, his first feature,
The Report. This early example of Kiarostami’s
work gives insight into his poetic, humanistic
tendencies, combining allegorical storytelling with
a documentary, neo-realist sensibility, and often
exploring the very nature of film and fiction that
have pervaded his work ever since, including such
recent international sensations as Taste of Cherry
and Certified Copy. Exclusive interviews with film
critics, historians and scholars (including the late
great Andrew Sarris) and those directly involved
in the making of The Report provide a look at
how the career of this master independent auteur
began and was shaped.

Documentary| Iran | 2016 | 76’

76 MINUTES AND 15
SECONDS WITH ABBAS
KIAROSTAMI
This is a portrait of an artist, whose exceptional
approach to art and life, defined him as one of the
most ardent admirers of life itself. The leading aim
of this documentary is to share 76 minutes and
15 seconds of undiscovered moments of Abbas
Kiarostami’s life and work, in commemoration
of his 76 years and 15 days of creative journey.
The shots of this documentary are selected out
of hundreds of hours of footages, filmed during
25 years of friendship, inside and outside Iran in
various occasions: film festivals, photo exhibitions,
photography sessions, artistic events, workshops
and some unique moments of his daily life.

Seifollah
SAMADIAN
Born in 1954 in Oroumieh, Iran,
Seifollah Samadian is a graduate
of English Literature. He started
his career as a photographer
since 1968 and as a documentary
filmmaker since 1978. He’s been
involved as a jury, curator of
photo exhibitions and running
workshops in numerous national
and international events and
he’s also founding director of the
Annual Image Visual Arts Festival
and Tassvir Film Festival since
2003. He’s also running Tassvir
(Image) Magazine as a founder and
chief editor since 1991. He made
his first short documentary film,
Iranian Revolution in 1979 and
his other films are: India 82 (short
documentary,1982), Tehran, Fall
of 83 (short documentary, 1983),
The White Station (short video-art,
1999)...

Kinemaja në
minimumin e saj:
thjeshtësia si
plotëni e jetës

Trupat
mbi tokë,
këmbët
nën baltë,
zemrat
në zjarr,
mendjet
me erën.
Abbas Kiarostami,
A Wolf Lying in Wait

Në esenë me titull «Evidencë» («De l’évidence»), botuar në revistën
Cinémathèque, në njëqind vjetorin e kinemasë, filozofi francez Jean-Luc
Nancy, e konsideron kinemanë si “çeljen e vështrimit në mesin e turbullirës
së të zakonshmes”, të një vështrimi-syth, i cili përmban paraprakisht
forcën dhe formën që do të shtyjë të dalë në botë, një eksperiencë të re të
reales. Eseja vjen tre vjet pas shfaqjes së filmit Et la vie continue (Life, and
Nothing More) të Abbas Kiarostamit, në 1992, film i cili flet për një regjisor
filmi dhe djalin e tij, të cilët nisen në një udhëtim me makinë përmes Iranit
të mbuluar nga rrënojat e tërmetit apokaliptik të vitit 1990, në kërkim të
aktorëve të filmit që regjisori ka xhiruar disa vite më parë në krahinën e
Kokerit, me shpresën për t’i ritakuar të gjallë.
Në këtë ese, kushtuar kinemasë së Abbas Kiarostamit (të paktën deri
në vitin 1995) dhe përmes tij, kinemasë në tërësi, Jean-Luc Nancy,
e zbraz konceptin e kinemasë nga të gjitha përvijimet historike që e
reduktojnë atë në një art mbi ripërfytyrimin e botës apo në një vështrim
ripërfytyrues, duke i njohur asaj atributin e aktit krijues par excellence, i
cili nuk mjaftohet me kundrimin e botës dhe reales, por e prodhon realen
dhe botën si të tillë. Nëse bota apo realja do të kuptoheshin si rrjedhje
të pandërprera të flukseve të jetës, atëherë një prej burimeve të tyre të
pandalshme (që prej 1895 apo ndoshta edhe më herët) është kinemaja.
Arti i kinemasë nuk mund të reduktohet në historinë e tij, të stabilizuar në
periodizime kanonike. Si gjenerues i reales, ai i paraprin historisë, është
gjithnjë para saj, si kusht i saj. Kinemaja nuk mund kurrsesi të vendoset
në kohë pa i njohur asaj regjimin e saj të brendshëm nga ku gjenerohen
dimensione të shumta kohore.
Çfarë e karakterizon këtë paradigmë mbi kinemanë, është fakti se për të
mbërritur tek ajo, hyrja është gjithnjë e përveçme. Duhet kaluar përmes
një stili të perveçëm kinematografik, përmes një universi ku tërësia e
dimensioneve dhe ligjësive të tij është krejt unike, që të mund të mbërrish
në vetë esencën e kinemasë. Artet pushuan së numëruari njëri-tjetrin
me lindjen e «artit të shtatë». Sistemi i arteve të bukura shpërtheu së
brendshmi, jo për nga pluraliteti i arteve, por për arsyen se, me ardhjen e
kinemasë, artet e reja reshtën së qenuri plotësues, për t’u rikonceptuar
si esencialisht të shumëfishtë, Me lindjen e kinemasë, arti në esencë të tij
përfshiu shumësinë e mjeteve estetike shprehëse, shumësi e brendshme
që do të bëhej ekonomia primare e tij.
Kinemaja e Abbas Kiarostamit është një nga hyrjet më unike në
artin e kinemasë. Edhe pse Kiarostami nuk e ka artikuluar asnjëherë
drejtpërdrejt, kinemaja e tij vjen si qëndresë e fortë estetike ndaj

kinemasë së Hollywood-it, të cilën ai e quan një kinema mashtrimi, e
cila e privon publikun e saj prej potencialit të tij afektiv dhe intelektual,
duke e kapluar në trishtim, frikë të verbër dhe në lot të nxehtë. Në
Hollywood, marrëdhënia kinema-publik, shndërrohet në një marrëdhënie
pengmarrësish dhe pengjesh. Për të, graviteti në ulëset e kinemasë
dhe vigjilenca prej një publiku të pagjumë janë efekte të një estetike të
mbingopur me narrativa të mëdha, efekte të një ekrani mbi të cilin jeta në
rastin më të mirë bëhet opake e në rastin më të keq, ajo ndërmjetësohet
prej artificave kinematografike për t’u shpërfytyruar tërësisht. Parapëlqej
filma që e vënë publikun në gjumë.
Kinemaja e Kiarostamit është një kinema e intensifikuar, një shkulm i
brendshëm i vetë kinemasë, që e shkëput këtë të fundit nga pretendimi
i saj qesharak i të riprodhuarit të botës sikurse ajo është, i gjenerimit
të efekteve të identifikimit të publikut, mundësisht me cilindo prej
personazheve në ekran. Filmat e tij përshkohen nga dinamika e
pandalshme e lëvizjes së vështrimit si vektor, që si i tillë, nuk do mundet
kurrë ta rrokë hapësirën si një të tërë për të na e ridhënë në ekran, por
depërton në të, në po të njëjtin çast kur e krijon. Energjia e brendshme e
filmave të tij shpërhapet si rezultat i një force të vëmendshme ndaj asaj
çka i jepet vështrimit: rrugët gjarpëruese që shpërfaqen si linja kursive të
pandërprera, grafika shkrimore të natyrës (Taste of Cherry, The Wind Will
Carry Us) apo perdet, e shkundura prej erës që paralajmërojnë stuhinë, në
dhomën ku Ahmedi do përmbyllë detyrat e shtëpisë (Where Is the Friend’s
Home). Rrugët në filmat e tij janë linja të pandërprera rrjedhjesh. Natyra e
ka shkruar peizazhin e saj në alfabet uji.
Shpeshherë, vështrimi kiarostamian, njësohet me primaren e jetës,
fiton dinamikën e saj frenetike, paradoksalisht në ngadalësinë e planit
të palëvizshëm apo planit-sekuencë, nga ku mugullon kohësia e
brendshme e kinemasë së tij. Të tjera herë, shikimi shndërrohet në vektorë
shumëkahësh, trajektoret e të cilëve përthyhen në xhamin e përparmë apo
në pasqyrat anësore të makinës. Në të dy rastet, vështrimi ruan të njëjtin
nivel me atë çka ai respekton (respicere, do të thotë të kthesh shikimin
ndaj…, të jesh i vëmendshëm ndaj…), sepse, sikurse Nancy e nënvizon,
«tjetëria vjen prej një tjetër shikimi». Në filmin Dhe jeta vazhdon ose sipas
përkthimit literal nga persishtja Jetë, asgjë më shumë, Kiarostami, sikurse
Fitzgerald, nxjerr prej krisjes së shpirtrave të porcelantë, një magmë
jete, aty ku jeta është në minimumin e saj, në dimensionin e saj më të
rrafshët, aty ku janë zhvendosur dhe shembur tektonia dhe vertikaliteti i

1.
Citimi i Abbas Kiarostamit,
marrë nga Conversation
entre Abbas Kiarostami et
Jean-Luc Nancy, në botimin
L’Évidence du film. Abbas
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saj. Pikërisht, rrafsh me jetën, estetika e Kiarostamit, duhet kuptuar, sipas
Nancy, si evidentia që përktheu në latinisht fjalën e vjetër greke enargeia,
e cila shenjon njëherazi, forcën dhe shpejtësinë me të cilën shpërhapet
vetëtima. Jeta, në kinemanë e Kiarostamit, është dhënë si një metafizikë
kinematografike. Ajo përshkon të gjitha fijet nervore të estetikës së saj,
pa u zënë në grackat e narrativave finaliste që intepretojnë jetën deri në
rraskapitje të saj, duke pretenduar për një kinema totale. Kritiku i filmit,
Adrian Martin, në dokumentarin e Pat Collins dhe Fergus Daly, kushtuar
Abbas Kiarostamit, The Art of Living, e përkufizon kinemanë kiarostamiane
si një kinema diagramatike, e cila evokon gjeometrinë e forcave të jetës në
peizazhet e rrugëve gjarpëruese.
Në këtë kuptim, për vetë Kiarostamin, filmat e tij, janë gjysmë-filma, filma
të papërfunduar të një njeriu që nuk vetëquhet regjisor, aq më pak metteur
en scène. Historitë e tij, ai i shkruan në nivelin zero. Ato janë veçse fillimet
e një historie, aq sa skenarët e tij nuk flasin mirëfilli për një histori. Sikurse
poezia, ky art në minor, nuk shkruhet për të përmbyllur një histori dhe as
për të përmbyllur një kuptim, edhe filmi, për Kiarostamin, duhet të mbetet
paradoksalisht i pakuptuar, si një haiku japonez. «Duhet të parashihet një
kinema e papërfunduar, e paplotë në mënyrë që spektatori të mund të
ndërhyjë e të mbushë boshllëkun dhe mungesat. Në vend që të realizojmë
një film me një strukturë solide, të patëmetë, duhet ta dobësojmë këtë
të fundit, duke qenë, megjithatë, të vetëdijshëm që publiku nuk duhet të
largohet nga kinemaja.»1
Në dokumentarin Ten on Ten, Kiarostami shpjegon mënyrën se si kinemaja
e tij është prirur progresivisht drejt minimalizmit: Elementet që mund
të eliminohen janë eliminuar. Skenarët e tij nuk flasin as për fillime
dhe as për mbyllje të prera, por për procese, sikurse për poetin iranian
Sohrab Sepehri, rrugët janë shprehje e arratisë, erës, këngëve të largëta,
udhëtimeve, parehatisë dhe për poetenForugh Farrokhzad, era na merr
me vete si “perceptimi i ngrohtë i qenies”2. Karakteret që ai ndërton
nuk shoqërohen me përshkrime psikologjiste. Vështirë të dimë me siguri
se çfarë mendojnë ata. Filmi Shija e qershisë, nuk na jep asnjë përgjigje
përfundimtare mbi arsyet përse zoti Badii kërkon dikë t’i hedhë një grusht
dhe, në gropën e hapur prej tij. Motivin që e shtyn zotin Badii të vetëvritet,
na mbetet veçse ta hamendësojmë në takimet e tij të rastësishme e të
njëpasnjëshme me personazhet që bëjnë një copë rrugë në makinën e tij.
Dialogjet e tij janë të përmbajtura, sintetike, të shpërndara me një shpeshti
thuajse të rregullt në kohëzgjatjen e filmit dhe me po të njëjtin rregull, të

alternuara me heshje. Analiza strukturore e Marco Della Grassa-s, tregon
se ritmi i ngadaltë dhe asketik i Shijes së qershisë i detyrohet ekuacionit të
brendshëm të heshjes dhe dialogut.3
Kamerën dixhitale, Kiarostami fillon ta përdorë për skenën finale të filmit
Shija e qershisë, më pas për dokumentarin ABC Africa si dhe për filmin
Ten. Që prej atij momenti, ai i njeh këtij inovacioni teknik, atributin e
transformimit të artificës kinematografike. Falë një kamere të lehtë dhe
të lëvizshme, regjisori e çliron filmin prej tendencave të tij autoritare,
prej SOUND-CAMERA-ACTION-it dhe CUT-it të dhunshëm në fillim dhe
në fund të skenës. Eliminimi i regjisorit nuk duhet kuptuar në këtë rast si
eliminimi i autorit. Përkundrazi, minimalizimi i mise en scène dhe i urdhrave
regjisorialë, regjisori-edhe-producent intensifikojnë estetikën e autorit
duke e lehtësuar procesin krijues nga skemat shtrënguese të produksionit,
të censurës si dhe të trajtimit të filmit si kapital në tregun e kinemasë.
Lokacioni real, jo pak herë unik dhe i lëvizshëm (makina), aktorët jo
profesionistë, dialogjet e improvizuar, jo sy më sy, por krah për krah,
regjisori i shumëfishuar (regjisori i simuluar dhe ai i vërtetë në filmin CloseUp, regjisori-personazh i Mespërmes ullishteve, Kiarostami që shfaqet në
një sekuencë të The Wind Will Carry Us), kamera e palëvizshme, planet e
palëvizshme apo planet-sekuencë, një ekip i ngushtë xhirimi, mungesa e
muzikës ose zhvendosja e saj në fund të filmit, kostumet, aksesorët dhe
makeup-i realë i aktorëve, përbëjnë atë që quhet metodakinematografike
e Kiarostamit, për aq sa etimologjia e fjalës, e kupton metodën si kërkimin
e një shtegu të ri. « Një kamera, tre lente, një tripod, mjaftojnë për të bërë
një film, njësoj si në fillimet e kinemasë. »

3.
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Megjithatë duhet nënvizuar se prirja e Abbas Kiarostamit për një kinema
minimaliste, kryesisht pas kundër-revolucionit të 1979, fiton tiparet e saj
brenda pamundësive që rrethojnë kinemanë iraniane. Që prej vitit 1983,
Kiarostami ka krijuar nën presionin e rregullave të shpallura zyrtare të
qeverisë iraniane për një kinema islamike dhe anti-imperialiste. Edhe pse
duke filluar nga ky vit, rregullat e censurës u bënë më pak të paqarta, ato
e rrethuan kinemanë iraniane me shtrëngime të shumta. Pamundësia për
t’iu qasur tjetrit në intimitetin e tij, pamundësia për të mos iu qasur atij
ndryshe dhe njëkohësisht pamundësia për të hequr dorë nga kinemaja, të
gjitha këto, krijuan kushtin, kurrsesi të legjitimueshëm, në të cilin estetika
e tij u intensifikua me përdorimin e minimumit të mjeteve shprehëse të
kinemasë. Duket sikur dëviza që do e përmblidhte estetikën kiarostamiane

do të ishte: Artifica e fundit e kinemasë, të cilën nuk do mund ta
eleminojmë kurrë, është kamera.
Kinemaja e Abbas Kiarostamit rigjeti kuptimin primar të filmit. Ajo është
një membranë e hollë, një lëkurë fare e imët përmes së cilës, e zakonshmja
e njeriut pa cilësi, shndërrohet në vitalitet kinematografik.
Blerina Hankollari
Studiuese në Departamentin e Etnologjisë,
Instituti i Antropologjisë Kulturore dhe Studimit të Arteve
PhD Doktorante në filozofi
University of Toulouse II-Jean Jaurès, ERRAPHIS

Post scriptum:
Në bashkëbisedim më
Jean-Luc Nancy, Kiarostami
i drejtohet këtij të fundit, jo
pa një grimë cinizmi:
« E lexova tekstin tuaj disa
herë dhe kam menduar që
përgjegjësia e të qenurit
kineast është kaq e madhe,
sa do kisha parapëlqyer të
mos realizoja më filma. »

Cinema at its
strict minimum:
simplicity as the
fullness of life

Bodies
on ground,
feet
in the mud,
hearts
on fire,
heads
gone with the wind.
Abbas Kiarostami,
A Wolf Lying in Wait

In his essay entitled “On Evidence” (“De l’Évidence”), published for the
100th anniversary of the cinema in the journal Cinémathèque, the French
philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy considers cinema as “the opening of a look
in the middle of ordinary turbulence”, the budding of alook containing
rudimentary forces and forms, which will push out into the world a new
experience of reality. The essay was published in 1992, three years after
the first screening of Life, and Nothing More (1989) of Abbas Kiarostami.
The film talks about a filmmaker and his son. It talks about a journey
throughout a destroyed Iran by the apocalyptic earthquake of 1990 and
about the wishful quest to find alive the filmmaker’s former actors in the
ruins of Koker province.
In this essay, dedicated to the work of Abbas Kiarostami (at least until
1995), while analyzing his cinema, Jean-Luc Nancy empties the concept
of cinema from all its historical outlines and trajectories which, according
to him, have reduced it into an art of representation or a representative
look at the world. Instead, Nancy recognizes and highlights, through
Kiarostami’s works, cinema’s inner and dynamic attribute of being a
creative act par excellence, an act, which cannot be satisfied solely or
reduced only to the contemplation of the world and its reality, but it
continuously produces the real and the world itself. If the world or the
real would be conceived as a continual stream of life, cinema would be
regarded (since 1895 or perhaps even earlier) as one of its unceasing
sources. The art of cinema cannot be reduced to its history or anchored to
canonical periodization. As generator of reality, cinema precedes history.
Cinema always comes before history. Thus, it is history’s mere condition.
Cinema cannot possibly be situated in time without perceiving its internal
economy from where a diverse number of temporal regimes spring out.
What characterizes this paradigm on cinema, is the mere fact that in order
to reach it, you have to go through a singular entry, a singular cinematic
style, a unique gateway to a universe with its singular inner dimensions
and laws. The very idea of singularity is somehow the only method to
come possibly closer to the very essence ofcinema. Probably we have
ceased to count out arts since the birth of the «seventh art». The system
of fine arts imploded internally not due to the plurality of arts. The coming
of cinema gave an end to the idea that new arts were complementary,
interdependent and extension of each other, but rather unique expressions
of singularities. With the birth of cinema, the essence of arts encompassed
a multiplicity of aesthetic expression forms that constituted as such their

new primary economy.
The cinema of Abbas Kiarostami is one of the most unique cinema
universes through which we can access the art of cinema. Although
Kiarostami has never explicitly synthetized it in any written or spoken
comments about his own work, it seems that his cinema articulates a
strong aesthetic resistance to Hollywood. The latter can be read as a
kind of misleading cinema, which deprives audiences from their affective
and intellectual potential by indulging viewers in sadness, blind fear and
warm tears where the relation cinema-public turn out to be a relation
between hostage holders and hostages. In such context, feeling the gravity
of your body that seats in the movie theater while being vigilant as a
sleepless man can be, is symptomatic to and natural consequence to an
intentionally oversaturated aesthetics, exemplary of big narratives with
spectacular features where life is reduced to opacity and it is mediated by
cinematic artifice to complete disfigurement. I prefer movies that put the
audience to sleep.
Kiarostami’s cinema work is an intensified cinema, an internal gust of
the cinema itself, which separates the latter from its ridiculous claim to
represent the world as it is, and to induce audience identification with the
characters. His films are impregnated by anever-ending inner dynamics of
the moving look as a vector, which does not even attempt to grasp space
as a whole in order to reproduce it back on screen, but it rather aims to
deeply penetrate in it at the exact moment of its creation. The internal
energy of his films is a diffused one that emerges from an attentive force
aiming to thoroughly look at the observed: sinuous streets unveiled as
cursive lines, textual graphics of the nature (Taste of Cherry, The Wind
Will Carry Us), or as curtains, shaking in the winds foretelling a upcoming
storm, in the room where Ahmed is doing his homework (Where Is the
Friend’s Home). Roads in Kiarostami’s films are like water streams where
nature writes its own landscape with an alphabet made of water letters.
Kiarostami’s insights concur, usually, with the primary element of life.
They gain their frenetic dynamics, paradoxically, in the slowness of the
stationary fix plan or sequence plan, from where the internal temporality
of his cinema erupts suddenly as a dormant volcano and shakes
irreversibly the audience. Some other times, the look spreads and it is
transformed into multiple vectors, the trajectories of which are refracted
on windshields and wing mirrors of a moving car. In either cases, the look
meets the observed other on equal foot and at the same height, implying
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a sense of respect, (respicere means to look at…, to care of...) because
as Nancy emphasizes, “the otherness is coming through another look”.
In Life, and Nothing More, Kiarostami, as Fitzgerald, pours out a magma
of life from the cracks of porcelain like souls. Life shines out at the exact
place where life is at its strict minimum, on its flattest dimension, where
its tectonic has been displaced and its verticality has fallen apart. It is
precisely, on its flattest dimension, that the aesthetics of Kiarostami, must
be understood, according to Nancy as evidentia, a Latin word bearing the
meaning of the ancient Greek word enargeia, that simultaneously implies
both the strength and the speed with which lightning diffuses in the sky.
Life in Kiarostami’s cinema, can be understood as a cinematic metaphysics
which permeates all the nerves of its aesthetics, without being caught
within the traps of finalist narratives that interpret life up to its exhaustion
and without disclaiming a total cinema. The film critic, Adrian Martin,
in the documentary dedicated to Abbas Kiarostami, The Art of Living,
directed by Pat Collins and Fergus Daly, defines Kiarostami’s cinema as a
diagrammatic one. It is a kind of cinema which evokes the geometry of life
forces in the windy Iranian landscapes.
In this sense, for Kiarostami himself, his works should be considered
as half-movies or as unfinished movies of a man who does not claim to
be a filmmaker, less metteur en scène. The story lines proposed to the
audience are reduced to a minimum. They are in fact only the beginning
of a story. The scripts do not narrate a story. Like poetry which is written
not to conclude a story or to suffocate meaning by defining it, Kiarostami’s
films, as a form of minor art, remains paradoxically unintelligible as a
Japanese haiku. “The only way to envision a new cinema is to have more
regard for the spectator’s role. It’s necessary to envision an unfinished
and incomplete cinema so that the spectator can intervene and fill the
void, the lacks. Instead of making a film with a solid, impeccable structure,
one should weaken the latter-yet keep in mind that one mustn’t drive the
audience away!”1
In the documentary Ten on Ten, Kiarostami explains the way how his
cinema progressed toward minimalism: The elements which can be
eliminated have been eliminated. Just like in the verses of the Iranian poet
Sohrab Sepehri, for whom roads are expression of exiles, songs, faraway
winds and restlessness or in the winds, of the other Iranian poet, Forugh
Farrokhzad, that take us like “a warm perception of being”2, Kiarostami’s
scripts speak neither for beginnings nor for closed endings, but rather

2.
Silence 8’14”/Dialogue
17’35”, Silence 6’42”/
Dialogue 16’ 09”, etc.

talk about processes and journeys. The characters he creates are not
accompanied by psychological descriptions and it is difficult to unclose
with certainty what they are thinking about. In Taste of Cherry we do not
have any definitive answer concerning the reason why the character of
Badii is looking for someone or anyone to throw a handful of dirt on his
body while he lies inside the grave already dug by himself. Likewise, we
can only try to guess for the motives that push Badii to suicide, from his
random picks up of characters, conversations and purposeless driving in
Teheran suburbs. His dialogues are contained, synthetic and dispersed
with a regular frequency across the film. With the same regularity, the
sound of silence fills in the dialogues. The structural analysis of Marco
Della Grassa-s, shows that the slow and ascetic rhythm of Taste of Cherry,
is the final result of an internal equation with silence and dialogues as its
dependent variables.3
Kiarostami began to use the digital camera for the final scene of Taste of
Cherry, then for his documentary ABC Africa, later for Ten and so on. Since
that moment, he believed that this technical innovation could transform
the cinematic artifice. Thanks to a light-weight and mobile camera, the
director finally frees the film of his authoritarian tendencies and from
the violence of SOUND-CAMERA-ACTION and CUT. Eliminating, thus, the
director doesn’t mean eliminating the author. On the contrary, minimalizing
lamise en scène, avoiding directing orders on set, intensifies the authorial
aesthetics and liberates the creative process from the enslavement chains
of production schemes, censorship and the treatment of film as capital
in the international market. Real locations, not less unique and mobile
(the moving car), nonprofessional actors, improvised dialogues, not eye
in the eye, but side by side, the multiplied director (the simulated and
the real director in Close-Up, the director as a character in Through Olive
Trees, Kiarostami appearing in a sequence of The Wind Will Carry Us), the
immobility of camera, static and long sequence shots, a small crew, the
absence of music or its displacement at the end of the film, real costumes,
accessories and make-up of actors; all the above constitutes what is
called Kiarostami’s cinematic method. The word method here should be
understood as what its etymology suggests, “searching of a new path”.
«One camera, three lenses and a tripod, should do just fine to make a film,
like in the early days of cinema.»
However, we should underline the fact that the tendency of Abbas
Kiarostami toward a minimalist cinema, especially after the Iranian

counter-revolution of 1979, acquires its specific features in the midst
of many impossibilities surrounding the Iranian cinema. Since 1983,
Kiarostami has realized films under the pressure of declared official rules
of the Iranian government for an Islamist and anti-imperialist cinema. Even
if afterwards, the censorship regulations were less implicit, however, they
continuously and persistently surrounded the Iranian cinema with multiple
containments. The impossibility to approach the other in his/her intimacy,
the impossibility of any other different approach, and at the same time
the impossibility to give up cinema, created the condition, not justifiable
in anyway, through which Kiarostami’s aesthetics was intensified by using
the minimum as a cinematic expression form.It seems that the motto
that probably best represents Kiarostami’s aesthetics would be: The last
artifice of cinema that can never be eliminated, is the camera.
The cinema of Abbas Kiarostami rediscovered the primary meaning of
the film. It is like a subtle membrane, a very thin almost transparent skin
through which the ordinary life of the man without quality is transformed
into cinematic liveliness.
Blerina Hankollari
Researcher at the Department of Ethnology,
Institute of Cultural Anthropology and Arts Studies,
PhD Candidate in philosophy
University of Toulouse II-Jean Jaurès, ERRAPHIS

Post scriptum:
In the conversation
with Jean-Luc Nancy,
Kiarostami confesses to the
latter, not without a bit of
cynicism that: «I read your
text several times and I
thought that a filmmaker’s
responsibility is so great
that I’d rather prefer not to
make any more films.»

From November 3-November 16, in the framework of RestrospecTIFF
2016, Homage to Abbas Kiarostami, at TULLA Culture Center, Tirana
International Film Festival present, for the festival guests and Tirana’s
cinema lovers, some of Kiarostami’s poems coupled with his photos and
frames. Through a slideshow of poetry-photography frames, we want to
give you a taste of Kiarostami’s fusion of his poetries into frames and his
cinematic/photographic frames into poetry. Not “only a single photograph
can be the reason for an entire film”, but a poetry is, sometimes, a
distillation of one of his future or already made films as much as his
frames spring out of his poetry.

Exhibition
POETRY INTO
FRAMES, FRAMES
OUT OF POETRY
Tulla
Culture Center

Prej 3-16 nëntorit, në kuadër të RestrospecTIFF 2016, Homazh për Abbas
Kiarostamin, në qendrën kulturore TULLA, Festivali Ndërkombëtar i Filmit
në Tiranë prezanton, për miqtë e tij dhe dashamirësit e kinemasë disa prej
poezive të Kiarostamit të shoqëruara me fotografi dhe kuadro nga filmat
e tij. Përmes diapanoramës së poezi-fotografive, duam t’ju lëmë shijen e
shkrirjes së poezive të Kiarostamit në kuadrin e tij filmik dhe fotografik dhe
anasjelltas. Jo “vetëm një fotografi e vetme mund të jetë arsyeja e një filmi
të plotë”, por edhe një poezi është, shpeshherë, distilimi i një prej filmave
të tij të ardhshëm apo të përfunduar, po aq sa kuadrot burojnë prej poezive
të tij.
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